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PREFACE

This Engineer's manual iswriitcn for ihe technical personnel who are responsible for the service and maintenance ofthe sewing machines.
This manual presents detailed explanation of the adjusting procedures, etc. which arc not covered by the Instruction Manual intended
for the maintenance personnel and operators at a ganneni factory.

It is advisable to use this Engineer's manual in combination with the pertinent Instruction Manual and Parts List when servicing the
sewing machines of these models.

CAUTION
1.

Be sure to connect FG wires of the power cables
to an earth of the main power source.

2. During operation, be
careful not to allow your
or any other preson's
head or hands to come

close to the handwheel,
V belt, bobbin winder,
motor or any other driving components.
Also, do not place
anythig close to them.
Doing so may be very
dangerous.

3. Keep your hands away from the needle when you
turn ON the power switch or while the machine Is
running.

4. Be sure to turn OFF the power switch before
removing the V beit.

ON

m

5. Do not operate the machine with the belt cover removed.

BERORE OPERATION

1. Besure notto move the clamp foot with the sewing table open.
When removing the oil pan, take carenotto allow oil In theoil pan to run out.

Be sure not toturn CLAMP FOOT TRAVEL switch ON, with the backside of the rear end detecting switch of the

clamp foot removed.

Do not place such things that might generate an Intense heat or a high humidity around the electric control
panel.

Do notturnOFF the power switch or do notstop airsupply during operation.
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1.

(1)

SPECIFICATIONS

Mechanical Specifications
•

Sewing muchine:

•
•

Sewing speed:
Stitch length:

LH-571N-2, -3 model of 2-needle, lockstitch machine with a center knife and a needle stop
mechanism (exclusive for the APW-193N)
2,200 s.p.m. (standard)
Lockstitch: 2.0 to 3.4 mm (standard: 2.0 mm)

x

Conden-sation .stitch: 0.5 to 1.5 mm (.standard: 1.0 mm) I Condensation/Back tack .stitch
•

Types of welt:

Back tack stitch: 1.0 to 3.4 mm (standard: 2.0 mm) J .selectable
Parallel double welt, parallel single welt, slant 1 gach with/without flap with welt pocket

double welt, slant single welt
•

Types of welts:

•

Pocket lip length
(Welt length):

j

garment body)

Trapezoidal stitching
Parallel double welt, parallel .single welt, parallel variant double welt,

combined .single welt, each without flap
Po.s.sible to .setin 1mm unit within the range of 35 mm(min.)to 180mm (max.) (needle gauge
8 to 12 mm)

Po.s.sible to .setin 1 mm unit within the range of 50 mm (min.) to 180mm (max.) (needle gauge
• Welting width (needle gauge):

(2)

•

Needles:

•

Thread:

14 to 20 mm)
8.10.12, 14,16,18,20 mm
ORGAN DP X 17 #16 through #18 (standard: #16)

•

Hook:

•

Thread take-up lever:

SCHMETZ SY3355 #100 through #110 (.standard: #100)
Exclusively used with the automatic .sewing machines
Full rotary, vertical-axis, .self-lubrication hook
Slide thread take-up lever

•

Needle bar stroke:

34.36 mm

•

Cloth feed mechanism:

•

Control:

•

Safety mechanism:

Driven by .servomotor
By a micro-computer
Machineoperation is automaticallystopped if the cloth feed mechanismerror detector, the
needle thread breakage detector or any of the varioas safety devices is actuated.

•
•
•

Lubricating oil:
Operating air pressure:
Air consumption:

•

Dimeasions of the machine:

•

Weight:

JUKI New Defrix Oil No.2

0.5 MPa (5.0 kgf/cm-0
Approx. 40 Nd/min.
735 mm (width) x 1,250 mm (length) x 1,200 mm (height)
(1,400 mm... when including the .stacker) (1,500 mm... when including the thread stand)
Approx. 200 kg

Electrical Specifications
A built-inmicro-computerallows the machineto easily.specify five differentkindsof .sewing dimensionsand to change-overthe
sewingmodebetween with/withoutflapthroughthekeyboard. Oncethedataisset,itcanbestoredin memory (for 100hours)using
a built-in battery even after turning OFF the power to the machine unle.ss the data is canceled.

• Input power:

3-phase 200,220,230,240, 380,400,415,440 |

Single-phase 100,220,230,240

J 50/60Hz

Voltagefluctuation.should not exceed±10% of the rated voltage.
•

Power coasumption:

500 W
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2.

CONnCURATION OF THE MACHINE

The APW-I93N consists mainly of the following units;

O Frame andstructural components
(Frame, sewing table,covers, foot switch etc.)

® Clamp foot unit andfeed mechanism
® Comer knife unit

0 Binder unit(Binder components andits driving components)
0 Pneumatic control unit (Pneumatic control devices and piping.s)
0

Stacker unit

0 Sewing machine head
0

Electriccontrolunit (Control box)

O Oilpan
0 Operation panel
0

Power switch

Fig. 1

With thismachine, youcandodesired welting work simply bysetting materials (garment body, interlining piece, welting patch etc.) in
place and operating the switches on the operation panel.
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3.

INSTALLATION

(1)

Levelling the machine
Install the machine on a flat and vibration-fiee floor. Loosen four

locknuts O ofadjusting bolts O atthe bottom ofthemachine frame
and level the machine. Do not forget to retighten the locknuts after
adjusting the bolts. Make sure that the casters do not contact with the
floor, except when the machine is moved.

Fig. 2

(2)

Instaliing the accessory components
1.

Connect the electric cords and air tubes of the foot switch unit.

^ Electriccords O
* Air tubes

Place the foot switch unit on the floor for the operator's
Yellow

convenience.

Black

2.

Table

Set up the spoolthreadstand at thefixed positionon the tableand
fix it using the screws supplied with it.

1
16 mm

Rg.5
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(3)

Installing the stacker and adjusting it.
Grasping stacker (SP-25N)

Table of the main unit
Sub-table

Stacker panel on the

Safety pipe

main unit frame

Air tube O

Frame of the main
unit

280

15P connector (2)

Barstacker (SP-26N) |
Table of the main unit
•Sut)-table

Frame of the main
unit

Stacker panel on the
main unit frame

Safety pipe
230

Air tube

15P connector

Fig. 6

1)

Installing the grasping stacker or bar stacker
1. Install the stacker tothefixed position onthe leftside of the machine observed bythe operator, with bolts O (4ea).
2. Fixthe stacker safety pipe to theHxed position with bolts and nuts O (2ea.).
3. Connect 15Pconnector ® of solenoid valves forcylinders to thestacker panel of the main unitframe.
4. Connect air tube O of solenoid valves forcylinders to thestacker panel of the main unitframe.
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2)

Adjusting the grasping stacker (SP-25N)
The grasping stacker operates in the following order.

® The comer knife comes down, then the workpiece grasping
cylinder actuates.

j—Workpiece

(D Theworkpiece grasping cylinder moves toitsfront end and
gra^s a workpiece at that position.

(D The oscillating cylinder actuates toplace the cloth onthe

r

(D

take-up table.

(i) The workpiece grasping hand isreleased, and the oscillating
cylinder returns to its home position.
1.

Adjusting the position of take-up table

Adjust theheight ofthetake-up table using setbolt O • Adjust
theinclination ofthetake-up table using .set bolt 0 . (Fig. 9)
Adjust the height and inclination of the take-up table according
to the size of the workpiece to be stacked.

Workpiece

>-ii
Fig. 7
2.

Adjusting the workpiece grasping position

Adjust theposition ofthe grasping hand using setbolt 0 sothat
itclamps sub-table O atthecenterwhen theworkpiecegrasping
cylinder 0 reaches thefront endof itsstroke. Loosen locknut
0 andadjust thecylinder rodtoprovide anadequate clearance

Clearance through which
the cloth passes

between the top end of the workpiece grasping hand and the end

o

face of sub-table O to permit the workpiece to freely pass
through when the workpiece grasping cylinder stays in its resting
position. (Fig. 8, Fig. 9)

Fig. 8
3.

Adjusting the grasping force
The grasping hand must have a suitable force tograsp a workpiece
and take it out from the sub-table when workpiece grasping

cylinder 0 reaches thefront endofitsstroke. Loosen lockouts

0 , and adjust the grasping force using chuck seat 0 . (Hg.
8, Fig. 9)
After the adjustment, confirm the grasping force by placing a
workpiece on the table.

Oscillating cylinder
Take-up table

Safety pipe

Fig. 9
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3)

Adjusting the bar stacker (SP-26N)
The bar stacker operates in the following order:

(l) The presser cylinder actuates the presser arm to press a
workpiece afterthe comerknifehas beenlowered.
(D Theoscillatingcylinderactuates toplacetheworkpieceonthe

Workpiece

take-up table.

(D The presser arm and oscillating arm return to their home
Presser arm

position.

1.

Adjusting the position of take-up table

Adjust the height ofthe take-up table using setbolt O • Adjust
theinclinadon of the take-up table using setbolt O .

2.
Oscillating arm

Adjustthe heightand inclination of the take-up tableaccording
to the size of the workpiece to be .stacked. (Fig. 11)
AdjuSdng the pressing force
Loosenlockout O .and adjusttheendofthepressercylinderto

provide a properpressure onthe workpiece between thepresser
arm and the take-up table. (Fig. 11)

Workpiece

Fig. 10

•Sub-table

Osdilating arm
-Take-up table
Presser arm

Safety pipe

Presser cylinder

Oscillating cylinder

0

Fig. 11
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4)

Attaching the roller stacker (SP-36N)
1. Attach the roller stacker on the left-hand side face of the main unit frame, and fix it with three screws taking care to set the
roller in parallel to the main unit table.

Main unit frame

Roller stacker attaching position

PJ304040505

^6 tube

Fig. 12

2. Pa.ss theairtube O for roller oscillating solenoid valve, outputcablefordrivingroller,theupperdetection sen.sor cableofthe

connector © for roller oscillating cylinder and the motor power cable ofthe2P connector O through holes ® , ® and
© in Fig. shown above inthewritten order.

3. Connect airtube O . 15P connector © and 2Pconnector © respectively to thestacker panel of themain unit frame as
illustrated in the figure below.

* When attachingthe roller stacker to the machine, put a plug to one
side of the hole for quick-coupling joint

Stacker panel on the
main unit frame

Fig. 13
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5)

Adjusting the position of the roller stacker (SP-36N)
Loosen lockout O . end turn the cylinder rod to adjust so that the
material issmoothlyrolleddownfromthesewingtablebytherotation
of the roller.

Position the roller so thatroller lightlycomes incontact withthe sewing

table at the pulling end of the rollerelevating cylinder. Adjustthe
Roller elevating
cylinder

Roller

pressing force oftheroller inaccordance with thethickness ofmaterial
to be used. Loosen locknut © , and adjust the springpressure by
moving the spring hook up and down.

Proximity switch of*'
the roller top end

©-

O

0\Workpiece

Fig. 14

6)

Adjusting the stacker operating timing
1.

The stacker operating timing is determined as described below.
T1

Grasps (presser arm) •
0.3 sec.

-H I

Swings (oscillating arm)'

T2

The name of part shown in parentheses corresponds
to the bar stacker.

The length oftime for Tl, isspecified through the pictograph No. CBE D

y.y0
<- Specified
using numeric keys within the range
~ *"
of 0.00 to 9.99 seconds.
The length oftime for T2is specified through the pictograph No. CBF 3

ti.yy <-specified using numeric keys within the range
*"

2.

~ ~

of 0.00 to 9.99 seconds.

Setting the lengthof time during which the roller of the roller .stackerrotates
Length of time during which the roller rake out the material is specified through

thepictograph No. CBE 3 •

Ci)
ir- Specified u.sing numeric keys within the range of 0.00 to 9.99 seconds.
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(4)
1)

Attaching the optional devices and adjusting them
Attaching the shim unit SA54N and adjusting It

Sewing table for shim

Clamp foot slide base

Shim guide

Shim attaching base

2 ~ 3 mm

O

"7777777777777777777777/77
Table of the main unit

Shim

Fig. 15

1.

Replace the regular.sewing table with the sewing table exclusive for the shim unit.

2. Install the shimtothe predetermined position onthe right-hand side face oftheclampfoot slide base with screw O •Theshimshould
be in parallel to the top face of the tableof the main unit. (At this time, theclearanceprovidedbetweenthe shim attaching base and
the tableof the mainunitshould be approximately 2 to 3 mm. Do not position theshimattaching baseexcessively high.)
3.

Set the shim so that it fits in the shim guide.
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Attaching the dart stretcher SA55N and adjusting it
Upperdetectingsensor of the dart stretcher

\

Upperdetecting sensor of the binder '

To the input terminal board

Binder elevating cylinder

Locknut

Workpiece

Fig. 17

(Note) Refer to the Parts List for detailed de
scription of the parts.

Fig. 16

Install thedart stretcher tothe predetermined position onthe binder with screw O •

3.

At this time, set the dan stretcher upright takingcare not to allowthe dan stretchedto interferethe verticalmotionof the binder.
(Also take care not to allow the dan stretcher to come in contact with the wiper of the sewing machine.)
Attach the solenoidvalve to the predetermined position,and connectthe air tube to the cylinder. (Refer to thecircuit diagramof
the pneumaticdevice.s on page 108for the attaching po.sition of the solenoidvalve.)
Connect the solenoidvalve cable to the output terminal board. (See Fig. 18for the position of the terminal board and terminal

4.

Cormectthe upper detecting sensor to the input terminal board.(See Fig. 18for the position of the terminalboard and terminal

6.

Attach the upperdetecting sensor of the binderto the binderelevatingcylinder,and connect the sensor to the inputterminal board.
Position the sensor near the top end of the cylinder body, and confirm that the LED on the input terminal board lights up when
the binder goes up. (See Fig. 104 for the positionof the LED.)
Adjust the height of the top end of cylinder so that it provides an adequate pressure on the workpiece by loosening the locknut

numbers.)

numbers.)
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7.

Connect the upper detecting cableasm. of thedartstretcher, upperdetecting cableasm. of thebinder andoutput cable asm.of the
dartstretcher to the input/output terminal boardon thecontrol circuitboard. (Fig. 18)
• Dart stretchercable asm.
Input... Ml, GND(J2)
• Upper detectingcable asm. of the binder
Input... M2, GND (J2)
• Output cable asm. of the dart stretcher
Output... 0-1,24 V (J2)
Specify the dartsstretchingfunctionthroughthe operation panel.

CPU circuit board

DQDDd

GND

GN D

Removable terminal board connector

Output cable asm. of the dart stretcher

\

Upperdetecting cable asm. of the binder
Upp&detecting cable asm. of the dart stretcher

Fig. 18
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4. CONNECTION OFELECTRIC POWER SOURCE AND AIRSUPPLY SOURCE
(1) Connection of electric power source
Connect the powersupply cord ofthe operation panel to the power source outlet (R.S.T.E.). When connecting the lead wires, make
sure that the sewing machine rotates in the correct direction.
[Rotating direction]

Turn thehandwheel tolettheneedle down toitslowest dead point andturn thepower supply switch "ON"asyou watch therotating
directionof thehandwheel. Whenthewireconnection iscorrect, thehandwheel willrotateinthecounterclockwise direction (viewed

from thehandwhecl's side) tostop the needle initshighest dead position. Ifnot, alternate theconnection of two wires out ofthree
wires (R.S.T.).

[Precaution in the electric connection]
1. Connect the ground wire to the earth without exception.
2. Quality of power
• Voltage fluctuation mu.st notexceed ± 10%of the rated voltage.
• Rapid change of power voltagemay stop the machine.

• Surgecurrent or electromagnetic induction inpower may leadthemachine to malfunction.

(2) Connection of the air supply source

Airpressure adjusting knob
Air cock

Airsupply

Air pressure gauge /

\

Air niter regulator

^
Fig. 19

1.

Securely connect the air supply ho.se (1/4") to the air cock located on the rear face of the machine.

2.

Open theaircockandadjust theairpressuresothattheairpressure gaugeindicates S.O kgf/cnF (0.S MPa) bytheairpre.ssure adjusting
knob.

[Precautions for the air supply source]

Referto the article[(4) Precautionsforthecompressedairsupplying(the air supplysource) devices]of Inspectionand maintenance.
(Page 80)
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5.

OPERATION PANEL SWITCHES AND INDICATOR LAMPS

(1)

Operation panel switches

kJIIJIICI APW T&kafort

-0

0
rL.Pj

©

0

Panel indication

O TEMPORARY STOP
switch

o
0 MACHINE READY
key

O

T1
e

o

o

0

0

0

Function and operation

Press this push-button switch whenever an abnormal noise is heard or you want to stop the sewing
machine in an emergency.
• The machine stops with its needle up.
• The clamp foot feed mechanism stops in its lowest position.
• "♦AL-01*" is indicated on the LCD.

In the above state, the machine stops operating.

Usedto change overthe operation modebetween the"manualmode" and the"automatic mode".
Under the"manual mode", this key is u.sed for specifying data required, trimmingneedle thread and
bobbin thread and nnaking the clamp foot travel forward/backward.
Under the "automatic mode", this key is used for starting .sewing.
The machine checks whether the .sensors normally work. If any of the sensors is not normal, the

machine outputs analarm. Atthe .same time, themachine checks therange ofdatarequired forsewing.
If any of thedata is out of the.setting range,the machine outputs an alarm.
Mode indicator LED 0 goes outunder the"manual mode".
Modeindicator LED 0 lights up under the "automatic mode".
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Function and operation

Panel indication

0 Jog key to shift data
correcting position

Used toshift the pictograph that isflashing onand offtothe left. (Ifthis key iskept pressed for 0.7
sec. orlonger, thepictograph will automatically keep moving totheleft)

to the left

<
O Jog key to shift data
correcting position
to the right

Used toshiftthepictograph that isflashing onand offtotheright (Ifthis key is kept pressed for0.7
sec.or longer, the pictograph willautomatically keep moving to theright.)

•
0 SCREEN CHANGE
OVER key

0 NEEDLE THREAD
TRIMMING key

Usedto change-over the screenshown on the display or the setting mode.
(Under the "manual mode")

The needle thread trimmingknife descendsonly when this key is kept pressed.
Not that the needle thread trinruningknife does not actuate in the following cases,

f 1. The clamp foot isnot in its rear end.
[ 2. Themachine does not operate under the "manual mode".

0 BOBBINTHREAD
TRIMMING key

The bobbin thread is released only when this key is kept pressed.
Note that the bobbin thread is not released in the following cases.

J 1. The clamp foot is not in its rear end.
1 2. The machine does not operate under the "manual mode".

0 CLAMP FOOT
TRAVEL key

III
0 RESETkey

Eachtime you press this key. the clampfoot alternately repeatsforward travel and backwardtravel.
Note that the clamp foot travels only whenthe sewing machine operates under the "manual mode".

j When the clamp foot is in its rear end

• It travels to its front end.

1 When the clamp foot isnot inits rear end

• Ittravels toits rear end.

Used in the following cases.
1.

To release the machine from the alarm state.

2.

To reset the NUMBER OF PIECES COUNTER.

(When the alarm screen is shown on the display.)

R

(When the counter screen is shown on the display.)
(When the count-up screen is shown on the display.)
3.

To reset the TOTAL COUNTER.

4.

(When the counter screen is shown on the display.)
To finish the check program.
(When the check screen is shown on the display.)
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Function and operation

Panel indication

<D CYCLE key

If pressing the "0" key from the ten keys with the CYCLE key kept pressed, the maintenance screen
is shown on the display screen.

n
<D COUNTER key

Used to call the counter screen on the display. (Under the "manual mode")

5573..

0 Nunteric keys (ten

Used to specify data.

keys)
•

•

*

•

i

o
I

•

7

•

0

•

® LCD display unit

(D Mode indicator LED

Indicates.specified data, state of the machineand function used.

Used to indicate either *' the "manual mode" or *- the "automatic mode".

TheLED goesout under the"manual mode" or lightsupunder the"automatic mode".

O

•^1

Manual mode

When turning ON thepower tothemachine, orwhen le-settingthealarmstate,thesewing machine
is set to the "manual mode".

Atthistime, mode indicator LED O goesout.
LCD display unit ® isequipped with thefour different pictographs 1through 4. One ofthese
pictographs always flash on and off.
At this time, data can be set or modified.
*2

Automatic mode

MACHINE READY key O is used tochange overtheoperation mode between the"manual
mode" and the "automatic mode".

Modeindicator LED (D lightsup under the automatic mode.
Thesewing pattern used andthenumber of pieces of garment fini.shed areindicated on the
leftmost .section ofLCD display unit ® , and thestate ofthesewing machine, etc. areshown
on theright section ofthedisplay. No indication ontheLCD display unit flash onandoff.
Sewing is possibleunder this mode.
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(2) Manual mode and automatic mode
Funcdon and operation

Panel indication

Operating procedure of

1. Cycle screen

the LCD

(Under
mode)

the

manual
Pattern (1)

Pattern (5)

Pattern (6)

to be sewn first

to be sewn next

to be sewn after next

/

/\

(The LCD shows the cycle
sewing consisting of the
L size sewing (ISO mm)
left flap sewing and
right flap sewing.)

'
.

V

m

L
150

I
I

I

\

L size

Left-flap

Right-flap

sewing 150 mm

sewing

sewing

Cycle screen 1

• Thescreenshownaboveis givenon thedisplaywhenturningONthepowerto themachineorwhen
changing overthe operation mode fromtheautomatic modeto themanual mode.
• Pressing the RESETkey ( R ) shiftsthe orderof cyclesewing .steps.
This functionis used to .sew the patternwhichhas been sewn againin the cycle sewing.

• Pressing the SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key (|^ )makes the LCD indicate the sewing pattern
whose number is shown by the fla.shing pictograph.

• Pressing the CYCLE key (O )make the LCD show the screen next toany current screen.
(Excluding the cases where the sewing machine operates under the automatic mode, an
alarm occurs, the bobbin thread is counted up and the sewing machine operates under the
independent operation mode.)

CO ]: on

* Mark indicating that the cycle

/"•s
* •!

\

edition is possible.

..1/

' ir \

s/

L
150

\

b

^

19
Cycle screen 2

When the mark telling that "cycle edition is po.ssible"(the asterisk mark (4c) in the Hgure above), the
cycle .sewing patterns can be changed.
• Cycle .sewingpatterns can be changed by inputting another .sewingpattern you wish to .sewwith the
relevant numeric key (0 through 9).
• If you have made any mi.stakewhen editing data on cycle .sewing, pre-ssthe CYCLE key
. then
input the numbers of the correct .sewingpatterns with the numeric keys from the very .start.
•As many as five cycles can be specified

From the library of: Superior Sewing
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Function and operation

Panel indication

2. Sewing pattern screen

• The sewing pattern screen can be shown on the display by pressing the SCREEN

CHANGE-OVER key ^ when the cycle screen is indicated on the display.
Ten different sewing patterns (0 through 9} are prepared All the data required for
sewing arc spccillcd on the sewing pattern screen.
Pictograph No.

Clfl] <1B> <1C> <1D>

u

1

180

\

\

Sewing pattern

Setting data

Example of the sewing pattern screen 1

>Four different pictographs are shown on the single screen.
*The pictograph numbers are shown above the respective pictographs.

/"

Pictograph No. Clfll

This number indicates the sewing pattern number.
(0 through 9)

This alphabet indicates the pictograph number.
(A through S)

(Caution) (T)

When the dart sewing

function is set to the ON

position.
The brackets [
] do not change even if
pressing the SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key

Pictograph No. ^ 1B>
The angle brackets <

> change by pressing

the SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key ^.

From the library of: Superior
Sewing Machine & Supply LLC
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Function and operation

Panel Imfication
b iMJ

Pattern No.

^ Change-over of operation

Y

» L-size flap
18«
<I0>

Standard welt pocket

Stacker operates
tin

Left-flap concealed stitching at the
sewing start

30.0

Kg

Left-flap concealed stitching at the
sewing end

30.0

Right-flap concealed stitchingat the

CIH]

'/I

sewing start

30.0

Right-flap concealed stitching at the
sewing end
30.0

tyj

Flap forced stop

•-T

Sewing start difference

r?
a

^h'

Sewing end difference

a

titi]
I

Center knife (sewing start)

ni!

Center knife (sewing end)
7
<10>

Corner knife (sewing start)
a.a

0.0

II
0.0

Comer knife (sewing end)
0.0

ctoi

Lockstitch pitch
2.0
<IR>

Condensation/back tack (sewing start)
1.0

2.0

<1S>

*•!

Condensation/back tack (sewing end)

2.0

<1T>
Oi'i*
UUO«

Il»Tll

Change-over of operation

oil

(Pictographs marked by arrows
(-^,
can be changed over asing

the SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key (A ))

[IR]
/\

(Specified data are the standard
values.[ Only the L size sewing uses
the maximum value.])

Sewing pattern number (0 through 9) being shown is indicated.
If a numeric key (0 through 9) is pre.s.sed, the .sewingpattern number
being shown is changed.

Sewing pattern number being indicated

From the library of: Superior Sewing
Machine & Supply LLC
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Panel indication

Function and operation

<1B>
L

: Operation mode change-over

: Material feed mode (At this time, the tension disks are closed.)

; Material feed mode, sewing machine thread trimming mode

: Material feed, sewing machine thread trimming, center knife mode

Material feed, sewing machine thread trimming, center knife, cor

y V

ner knife mode

<1C>
L size sewing
L size length is specified using the numeric keys.

I

(Unit: mm)

X—*

180L size data specified * 1 (35 mm to 100 mm) (1.378" to 7.087")

Right-flap .sewing

The minimum length is 18 mm

under the operation mode where the
comer knife is not used.

When the corner knife separately

operates (piciograph No. <BD>)
and the distance between the comer

Left-flap .sewing

knife blades to 60 mm. the corner

knife can be u.sed by .setting the L
size length to 24 mm.
See page 72.

Flap sewing priority mode
Either left or right sensor which detects a flap
first will be effective.

<1D>

: Sewing is performed with the binder lowered.
(Normal welting mode)

: Sewing is performed with the binder raised.
(Welt pocket sewing mode)

*See page 39.

From the library of: Superior Sewing Machine & Supply LLC

Function and operation

Panel incQcation

<1E>

: Stacker operation mode is specified.

: Stacker non-operation mode is specified.

I

Left-flap concealed stitchingat the .sewing .start
(Data setting range : 0.0 to 99.9 mm

Note that the specified value.should exceed the front difference.)

30 • 0
Left-flap concealed stitching at thesewing end
(Data .setting range: 0.0 to 99.9 mm

±

Note that the.specified valueshould exceed the reardifference.)

*-30.0

(@) [ iH]

Right-flap concealed stitching at the sewing .start
(Data .settingrange : 0.0 to 99.9 mm
Note that the .specifiedvalue should exceed the front difference.)

n
*-* 30- 0

C@) [11]

Right-flap concealed stitching at the .sewingend
(Data .setting range : 0.0 to 99.9 mm
Note that the .specifiedvalue .shouldexceed the rear difference.)

♦ -30.0

4: Specified data (Input with the numeric keys)

(jiote): Plctograph No. < 1C> is not shown onthedisplay when theL-size sewing is specified.

From the library of: Superior Sewing
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Function and operation

Panel indication

C IJ]

Flap forced stop

(Data setting range : 0 to 10 nun)

Rap

>

Dust, etc.

/

Needte
o

240"*"

240'w-i-| Itnm
Forced stop position

Specified value of flap forced stop position

This is theswitchfor .setting a positionat which the machineforcibly stops flap sevnng afterthe origin
to prevent the center knife from cuning the sewing product when the rear end of the flap is not detected
by the sensor becau.se of dast, etc. in the flap sewing.
The switch can be specified within the range of 0 to 10 mm.
The forced stop po.sition is .setto a position that is away from the origin (240 mm away from the needle)
by the specified distance.
<(Caution)

If the sewing position does not change after having changed the setting of flap
concealed sfttctdng, stippose ttiat the flap forced stop function worlcs preferentially.
So, check the value specified for flap forced stop posftkm.
I When the flap forced stop mechanism works, the comer knife does not actuate. (Even
when the comer knife actuation has been specified.) In this case, the LCD display unit
gives the indication telling that the flap forced stop mechanism has worked.

Indication on the LCD

The flap forced stop indicator lamp goes out by pressing the MACHINE READY key O oi"

depres.sing the foot pedal orpressing SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key (A )•

* Specified data (Input with the numeric keys)

From the library of: Superior
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Function and operation

Panel indication

<1K>

Sewing start difiference (The right-handside seam is shorter than the lefthand side one.)

I IT
I

1

0

(Data setting range: 0 to 20 mm)
(When this data is set to zero (0), the left-hand .seam and right-hand seam
are made in parallel with each other.)

Sewing start difference (The left-hand.side seam is shorter than the righthand side one.)

^1!
6
<1L>
i

±« B

qp—*
0

(Data .setting range: 0 to 20 mm)
(When this data is .set to zero (0), the left-hand seam and right-hand seam
are made in parallel with each other.)

Sewing end difference (The left-hand side seam is .shorterthan the righthand side one.)

(Data .settingrange: 0 to 20 nun)
(When this data is .setto zero (0), the left-hand seam and right-hand seam
are made in parallel with each other.)
Sewing end difference (The right-hand side .seamis shorter than the left-

I l±
0

C IM]

±i I

^ll

hand side one.)

(Data .setting range : 0 to 20 mm)
(When this data is .setto zero (0), the left-hand seam and right-hand seam
are made in parallel with each other.)

Center knife actuating po.sitionon the .sewingstart
(Data .settingrange: 0 to 1.5 mm)
[The center knife .starts operating at the position that is away from the
shorter .seamby the .specifieddistance.]

7

Z IN]

•±-ii I
T**

Center knife actuating po.sition on the .sewing end
(Data .setting range: 0 to 15 mm)
[The center knife .starts operating at the position that is away from the
shorter .seam by the specified distance.]
Recommendable data .setting range: 7 to 15 mm

<10)

Coriierknifeactuating po.sition on the.sewing .start

t ' i l'

^iV!

[The.settingvalueiseffectiveonlywhen thecomerknifeactuatesseparately.

0.0

The comer knife actuates at the position inside the .shorter .seam by the

(Data .settingrange : 0.0 to 10.0 mm)
(Refer to page 30)
.specified distance.]

Comer knifeactuating position on thesewing start

-lY!
0.0

(Data .settingrange : 0.0 to 10.0 mm)

[Thesetting valueiseffectiveonlywhen thecomerknifeactuatesseparately.
(Refer to page 30)

The comerknife actuates at the position outside the shorter seam by the
specified distance.]

^ Specified data (Input wittt tlie numeric keys)

From the library of: Superior Sewing
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Panel indication

Function and operation

<1P>

ili

Comer knife actuatingpositionon the sewing start
(Data setting range: 0.0 to 10.0nun)

[Thesetting valueiseffectiveonly when thecomerknife actuatesseparately.
(Refer to page 30)
The comer knife actuate.s at the position iaside the shorter .seam by the
specified di.stance.]

0.0
I I I
fi I

Cornerknifeactuating po.sition on the.sewing start
(Data .settingrange: 0.0 to 10.0 mm)

±.4,

[The.setting valuei.seffectiveonlywhenthecomerknifeactuatesseparately.
(Refer to page 30)

0.0

The comerknifeactuate.s at the position outside the shorter.seam by the
specified distance.]

C IQ]

±_iI

Loclcstitch pitch
(Data .setting range: 2.0 to 3.4 mm)

"T"!
•

2.0
<1R>

Sewing start condeasation .stitching and condensationpitch are specified.
(Data .setting range: 0.5 to 1.5 mm)

•

I

1.0
Sewing start back tack .stitching and back tack pitch are specified.
(Data .settingrange: 1.0 to 3.4 mm. Note that the back tack pitch should not
exceed the lockstitch pitch.)

I

2.0
<1S>
I

Sewing end condeasation .stitching and condensation pitch are specified.
(Data .setting range: 0.5 to 1.5 mm)

1.0
H

jfc.* I

^•-1

Sewing end back tack stitching and back tack pitch are .specified.
(Data setting range: 1.0 to .3.4 mm. Note that the back tack pitch should not
exceed the lock stitch pitch.)

2.0
(Caution) This indication is not shown when the dart stretcher is not

j
Darts
smm
ON

Darts
smm
OFF

specified for BB

adjustment screen.

Dart stretcher is set to operate.

Dart stretcher is .setto inoperative.

* Specified data (input with the numeric keys)
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Function and operation (APW-234N)

Panel indication

3. Counter screen

• If the COUNTER key

is pressed, thefollowing screen willappearregardless of the

current screen.

(Excludingthe case where the sewing machine operatesunderthe "automatic mode", an
alarm occurs, the bobbin thread is counted up and the sewing machine independently
operates.)
Pictograph number

[flfl] CflB3 CflC3

\1.2.3. \1.2.3. \1.2.3.
V

^

135

135
i-j

Indication of the number of

0

\

indication of set value

pieces of garment finished
Counter screen

C flfl 3

\1.2.3.
V

Total counter

Total number of pieces finished is indicated.

To clear the figures currently shown, press the RESET key ^
(In this ca.se,the numeric keys cannot be used to input a number.)

135

From the library of: Superior Sewing
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Function and operation

Panel indication

[RB]

Number of pcs. counter
The number of the sewn workpieces is indicated.

To clear the figures cuirently shown, press the RESET key

R .

(In thi.sca.se, the numeric keys cannot be used to input a number.)
Everyone workpiece has beensewn, it adds one on the counter. Finally when the

figureson the number of piecescounter becomesequal to the figuresdisplayed
onthebobbinthreadcounter,the numberof piecescounter stopscounting. Atthis
time,the clamp foot movesto its rear end, the LCD display units gives the
COUNT-UP SCREEN,and sewing cannot be performed any longer. The

COUNT-UP state isreset by pressing the RESET key R .

CflC]

\1.2.3.
*-

BOBBIN THREAD COUNTER

The predetermined numberof pieces to be sewn isspecified. If this counter is set
to "0", the COUNT-UP state of the bobbin thread counter is prevented.

0

* Specified data (Input with the numeric keys)
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Function and operation

Panel Indication

4. Adjustment screen

• Thefollowing screen appears ifpressing the"0"ofthnumeric keys withtheCYCLE
key

kept pressed.

Thisscreenis usedto specify and adjustthe mechanisms of sewingmachine.

Pictograph number

. / . <.BU>
....<%BD>
®1? D?rU
0 k tTt
M
UFF
Example of the Adjustment screen 1

• Four different pictographs are shown on the single screen.
• The pictograph numbers are shown above the respective pictographs.

y

Alphabet B on the left-hand side indicates the

/

adjustment screen.

w

Pictograph No.

/•'

\

\

Alphabet Aon the right-hand side indicates the

/

pictograph number. (A through L)

The anglebrackets

y* changeby pressing

the SCREEN

Pictograph No. t BED

\

1
•••

The brackets ^ ] do not change by
pressing the SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key

•ii
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m c»
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<a

il

rik°

f 8.1

S<B<8

a
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:£ »

OFFtime

Sewingmachineindependentoperation

Check program

ON time

Sewing machine independent operation

Sewing machine independent operation mode

Setting the sewing speed for low speed operation

Setting the sewing speed for high speed operation

Stacker timer 2

Stacker timer 1

<0

w

g

Corner knifesimultaneous operation -> Separate operation

Timing of needle thread trimming

Setting of dart stretcher operation

The clamp foot return mode

)

(T- rvj

..W

g ®|4 r:

Function and operation

Panel indication

< Bfl >

The position of the clampfoot is changedover after the completionof
sewing. = Stops at the front end
(Data setting range: 0.00 to 9.99 sec.)
* Length of time during which the clamp foot stops at the sewing end
position is set

0. 00

The position of the clamp foot is changed over after the completion of
sewing. = Returns to the middle position

^ n
-*•

The position of the clamp foot is changed over after the completion of
sewing. = Returns to the home position

T

nT
<BB>

:

The position of the clamp foot is changed over after the completion of
sewing. = Stops at the rear end

Darts stretcher is not equipped.

narts.
OPTIOH
OFF
Darts stretcher is equipped. (Optionally available)

Darts
OF'TIOH
0 N

< BC >

Timer of the thread trinuner (standard timing)

©A
Timer of the thread trimmer (intermediate timing: (Length of thread
remaining in the needle) Standard position + Approx. 10 mm)

S hp

Timer of the thread nrimmer(latest timing: Thread trimmer actuates
when the clamp foot stops at the position of the comer knife.)

* Specified data (Input with the numeric keys)
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Function and operation

Panel indication

<BD>

: Corner knife simultaneous operation designated mode (standard)
(Caution) In this case, fix the corner knife unit in accordance
with the sewing length.
(Refer to page 72 for the procedure.)
: Comer knife separate operation designated mode under which the distance
between the corner knife blades Ls specified
f Data setting range for gauge size 8 to 12 mm: 35 to 180 mm

1Data setting range for gauge size 14 to 20 mm: 50 to 180 mm

*-80

^The comerknife can beoperated in theway similar to thecase where it ^
automatically opens, by separately operating the fixed side and moving
^side of the corner knife.
(Caution) In this case, the corner knife unit (the moving side)
should lie fixed in accordance with the specified data
marked with an asterisk {*).
(Refer to page 72 for the procedure.)

Stacker timer (unit: second)

[BE]

*-0.80

(Data setting range: 0.00 to 9.99 sec.)
For a grasping stacker: The period of time during which the stacker
grasps the workpiece is specified.
For a bar stacker: The period of time during which the stacker grasps
the workpiece is specified.
For a roller stacker: The period of time during which the roller actuates
is specified.
(Specify 9.99 sec. when the cloth sensor is used.)
Stacker timer

CBF]

I®
*-^0.80
CBQ]
r,j

(Data setting range: 0.00 to 9.99 sec.)
For a grasping .stacker: The period of time during which the stacker
.swings is .specified.
For a bar stacker:

The period of time during which the stacker swings is specified.
For a roller stacker: Not used

Setting the sewing speed for high speed operation of the sewing
machine (locksdtching speed)
Recommended set value 2.200 s.p.m.
(Data setting range 1,000 to 2,2(X) s.p.m.)

High
* — 2200

CBH]

Setting the sewing speed for low speed operation of the sewing machine
(condensation stitching speed and back tack stitching speed)
Recommended set value l,5()0$.p.m.
(Data setting range 500 to 1,500 s.p.m.)

L OW
*— 1500

* Specified data (Input with the numeric keys)
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Function and operation

Panel Indication

<BI>
M-0

r.J

Sewingmachineindependentoperationmode is set
To startthesewingmachine independent operation, specify firstthe
independent operation modeand set the DIP switchappropriately.

No operation

Continuous high-speed operationof sewing machine

M-l
r.y

Continuous low-speed operationof sewing machine

r'1-2
r..*

Intennittent high-speedoperation of sewing machine

M-3
r.j

Intermittent low-speed operation of sewing machine

M-4

[ BJ]
r.J

0-1
*-2. 00

The periodof timeduring which the sewing machine is in its"ON" state
inthesewingmachine independentoperationmodeor intheintermittent
operation mode.
(Data setting range: l.CX) to 9.99 sec.)
The sewing machine independent operation mode starts up using the
DIP switch.

(If the specifiedvalue is 1.00sec. or smaller, the sewing machine does
not operate.)

CBK]
r. >

0-2
*^2.00
CBL]
Check
PGM.
Mode

The period of time during which the sewing machine is in its "OFF'
state in the sewing machine, independent operation mode or in the
intermittent operation mode.
(Data setting range: 1.00 to 9.99 sec.)
The sewingmachine independentoperation mode starts up using the
DIP switch.

Gf the specified value is 1.00 sec. or smaller, the sewing machine does
not operate.)

Check program mode is specified.
(Available modes are 0.1,2,3 and 4.)

The check program is started up by pressing the SCREEN
CHANGE-OVER key

.

0
Specified data (Input with the numeric keys.)
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Rmction and operation

Pane{ indication

0 LCD indication under 1} The following screen is given under the automatic mode.
the automatic mode

Indication ofcycle sewing

Detailed operation ofthe sewing is indicated.

Indication of stacker operation J
£3"

Sewing mode indication
•+ O

-T-|

Pattern to be sewn first -

-1 158

^11

Pattern to be sewn next -

-5 l»

11 i \ti.3-

Pattern to be sewn after next •

'6

/

1

ON

150

8
♦

Number of pcs. counter indication

• If the screen shown above is given on the LCD, only the MACHINE READY key ( (_))
is operative.
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Function and operation

Panel indication

2)

Example of the indication showing detailed operation of sewing
Example 1) • Parallel L size sewing

Lsize =120 mm

g

Tb s

L B B

ta a
iBa
±4 *

120
Example 2) • Right-slant L size sewing

L size = 120 mm

p.

!• •
l" •

i
120
Example 3) * Left trapezoidal.stitching
L size = 120 mm

Ti i

ii*
120
Example 4) • Right parallel flap sewing

B®
Example 5) • Right-slant, right-flap sewing

Example 6) • Left trapezoidal flap sewing (Welt pocket sewing)

ii
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Function and operation

Panel Indication

<DAlarm indication

When an alarm occurs, the machine immediately stops. The alarm number coiresponding to die
alarm occurred flashes on and off on the LQ> display unit to show that the machine stops in the
alarm state.

1) Temporary stop
Alarm number

Pictograph corresponding to the temporary stop

Pres.sing the RESET key R releases the machine from the alarm state.

2) Thread breakage detection
Alarm numtier

/

Pressing the RESET key R releases the machine from the alarm state.

3) The thread takc-uplever is not in its highestdead position.
Alarm number

*flL-04*

(Caution) The AL-12 is reset following the procedure described below.
1. Turn the handwheel to make the thread take-up lever go up to its
highest dead point when the clamp foot is in its front end or rear end.
At this ime, the machine is automatically released from the alarm.
2. Turn the handwheel to make the thread takenip lever go up to its
highest dead pointwhen the clampfoot is in its intermediate position.

Then press the RESET key p

.
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Panel indication

Function and operation

<D Bobbin thread count-

1) When thefigures onthenumber ofpieces counter becomes equal to thefigures displayed on

up indication

the bobbin thread counter, the following screen appears.

Press the RESET key R

, and the figures shown onthe number ofpieces counter will be

cleared (number= 0) andthe cyclescreenwill be shownon theLCDdisplayunit

The message of "COUNT-UP" flashes on and off.

COUNT-UP

\1.2.3. \1.2.3. \1.2.3.
*.,/

1234

Total counter

V

135 ~35

Number of pcs.

Bobbin thread counter

counter
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(3) Example of setting data on cycle sewing
Let's set data on the following example.
^ Pattern No. 1

L .size l.iO mm. trapezoidal .sewing(difference 5 mm)
Pattern No. .*5

Left-flap parallel .sewing with the .stackeractuated.
Pattern No. 6

Right-flap parallel .sewing with the .stackeractuated.

Step 1.

Specify data on cycle .sewing.

Step 2.

keys in the written order succe-ssively. This completes the setting of data on cycle .sewing (1,5 and 6).
Specify data on .sewing panern.

Under the manual mode (when the mode indicator LED goes out), pre.s.s the CYCLE key {3 .*hen press 1,5 and 6numeric
• After step 1, press the SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key |j|j (when the cycle .screen is shown on the LCD). Then the sewing
pattern .screen will appear on the LCD.

• Then, pre.ss the 1 of the numeric keys, and the .sewing pattern of pattern No. 1 will be shown on the LCD.
2-1 Changing the .sewing pattern corre.sponding to pattern No. 1
• Pre.ss the CURSOR shift key • to changethe flashing pictograph (itemthatcan be modified). Thenpressthe SCREEN
CHANGE-OVER key
, and the flashing pictograph will be changed to another (the .specified data will be changed to
another).

• Operate the SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key
the de.scribedon the next page.
2-2 Change the sewing pattern of pattern No. 5

and the numeric keys to .set data to the values same as those of pattern 1 to

• Keep pre.ssing the CURSOR shift key
until the pictograph number [ 1A ] flashes on and off. Then, press the 5 ofnumeric
keys.
• Operate the CURSOR .shift key
, SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key
and numeric keys to .setdata to the values same
as those of panem 5 to the described on the next page.
2-3 Changing the .sewing pattern of pattern No. 6
• Keep pre.s.sing the CURSOR .shiftkey
until the pictograph number [ 5A ] flashes on and off. Then, press the 6 of numeric
keys.

• Operate the CURSOR.shift key M . SCREEN CHANGE-OVER key

and numerickeys to .set data to the values same

as tho.se of pattern 6 to the de.scribedon the next page.
• Set values of pattern 1
Clft] <1B> <1C> <1D> <1E> <1K> <1L> Cir-n CIN] <10> <lP>Cli!] <1R> <1S>

/\

-» ^

i

i

1 4.»|« ^1 I

'I' ±_i

.

I

I

1

150

5

5

0

0

0.0

0.0 2.0

1.0

1.0

Trapezoidal sewing with the difference set to S mm

Set values of pattern 5

<5B> <5C> <5B> <5E> C5F] C5G] C5H] [513 C5J] <5K> <5L> C5M] C5N3 <50> <5P> C5Q3 <5R> <5:f.>

30.0 30.0.30.0 30.0
\

1

0

0

7

7

0.0

0.0 2.0

1.0

1.0

/

Change the data on flap concealed stitchingin accordance withthe flap to be sewn.

Set values of pattern 6

Cc-A]
C

<eB> <oC> <dD> <6E> C6F] Cc-GD C6H3 E6I3 Cc-JD <6K> <6L>Cc.M] C6N3 <60> <6P>Cfc93 <bR>

30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0

1

0

0

7

7

0.0

0.0 2.0

1.0

Change the data on flap concealed stitching in accordance withthe flap to be sewn.
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1.0

Step 3. Confirming data on cycle sewing

Press the CYCLE key Q . and confirm that the following indication isgiven on the LCD.
on

\

-''.X

. 1 > 5 >• . 6 >
\/

\/

ll

IQ' •

150

1'

J

Pre.s.s the MACHINE READY key Q , and the machine will operate under the automatic mode. Now, the sewing machine can start
.sewing.

1 150
^ ii

-f I

jr I
71 I

V

6

±* ♦
150

JL^

ii

t
i-i
11
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(4) Ex^ple of setting data on slant flap sewing
(l)

Rightslantsewing and left slantsewing
Observe a pocket from the front after sewing to check

Right slant sewing

Right slant flap sewing

Left slant sewing

which end of the pocket Is up.
A pocket with its right end up... Right slant sewing
A pocket with its left end up.... Left slant sewing
In addition, the above designation applies also to the
flap sewing.

Left slant flap sewing

To sew a right slant flap, ase the right flap sewing mode.

[The flap forced stop function (in prevention of cutting) will not
work unless the .sewing end of the flap is aligned with the rear
reference.]
Start of sewing
Flap

Rear reference

[ How to set a li^t slant flap ]
If the left .slant flap.sewing modeis specified for the.sewing of a right.slant flap, "AL-50"willoccur.
[ If youset theDlP-1 SW-1 to its ONpo.sition, theoccurrence of theaforementioned "AL-50" can beprevented.
Set the DIP .switch to the ON po.sition when only right or left flaps are sewncontinuously.]
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6.

HOW TO SET THE MATERIAL TO BE SEWN ON THE MACHINE AND OPERATE THE SWITCHES
DURINC SEWINi;

(1) How to perform welting and sewing welts withflaps
For the standard operation, setthe workpieces and operate the switches inthe following order.
Before starting operation, check for the related setting keys, switch-over keys, and indicators.
1) Depress the foot valve switch.

The interlining clamping air cylinder will operate topush up the interlining clamp leaf spring.
2) Set an Interlining piece.

Place iui interlining piece under the interlining clamp leaf.spring in alignment with the cross-marks and release the foot valveswitch.
Now the interlining piece i.s firmly held by the clamp leaf spring and the sewing table surface.
3) Set a body Of garment material.

Place agarment material in acorrect position usingthe cros.s-mark light, and check the parallelism ofthe garment material using the
cro.ss-marklight on the far side.

4) Depress the pedal switch to the 1st step.

The work clampfoot travels forward and then the workclamp foot (right) will come down to clamp one sideofthe garmentmaterial.
Remove wrinkle.s, if any, by handfromthe clamped garment material.

5) Depress the pedal switch to the second step.

The work clamp foot (left) will come down toclamp the garment material firmly inplace.
6) Set a welting patch.

Place a welting patch inbetween the left and right clamp feet utilizing thecross-mark light.
7) Depress the pedal switch to the third step.
The binder will come down to clamp the welting patch and then fold it.
8) Flap setting

Set the flap tobe sewn tothe predetermined position onthe left- orright-hand side ofthe clamp foot.
9) Depress the pedal switch to the 4th step.

The flap pre.sser (right) comes down to clamp the right flap. (To sew the left flap, the flap presser (right) clamps the pocket bag.)
10) Depress the pedal switch to the 5th step.

The flap presser (left) comes down to clamp the left flap. (To sew the right flap, the flap presser (left) clamps the pocket bag.)
11) Depress the knee switch.

The rapid feed begins a travel and the work clamp foot will travel to thesewing position.
12) Release the pedal switch after the rapid feed begins a travel.

The pedal switch must be released at the moment, otherwise the machine will directly go into the next clamping action immediately
after it has reached the .sewingposition.

(Caution) The pedal switch will be operated ina differentway when a dart stretching flap presser is installed in
option.
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(2) How to sew a welt pocket with the binder raised
This mcichine is capable of sewing a welt pocket while setting it directly on the garment body without lowering binder (welt patch ruler).
(The sensor detects the well pocket to allow the machine to sew it.)
This .sewing procedurecan be carried out under the cycle sewing mode together with regularflap sewing and welting procedures.

The allowance of the welt pocket is halfof or smaller than the
gauge size. (Example : 6 mm or less when the needle gauge
is 12 mm) So, perform .sewing by the regular flap sewing
method .so as to easure allowance when .sewinga loo.se fabric

LJ- Flap sensor
Flap presser

Needle of sewing machine

Stay

Welt pocket

.such as linen.

2)

Garment body

When .sewinga welt pocket with inclined (with a difference),
theinclinationcan becorrected byinputtingconcealedstitching
data. If the welt pocket .shape (inclination) is not uniform,
however, the concealed stitches will vary. So, be careful.
(Same rule applies to the regular flap sewing.)

3) How to operate the flap sensor
Under the welt pocket sewingmode, the flap sensor detects the welt pocket to allow the machine to perform sewing. In this case, attention
.should be given to the following.

The iiradiatingpositionof the .sen.sor for the regular flapsewingis
different from that for the welt pocket sewing.
Holding the .sensorbracket (left) by hand, move the bracket to the
Stopper pin

©©

Sensor bracket

welt pocket sewingposition locatedon the left of the regularflap
sewing position.

(Caution) Be sure to move the sensor until the sensor
bracket comes in contact with the stopper
pin without fail. Be sure to take care not to
allow the photoelectric cell to remain in the
projecting state when thewelt pocketsewing
mode is changed over to the regular flap
sewing mode.

Welt pocket sewing Regular flap sewing
position
position
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4) Adjusting the flap concealed sewing

1. Increa.se thedata .setting value when thelength ofconcealed sewing atthe.start ofsewing islonger than that ofatthe sewing end.
(Example)

a
30. 0

Sewing length is shorter than that obtained when the
conceeiled sewing length at the start and end of sewing
is uniform by approximately 2 mm at the sewing start.

3Z 0

2. Decrca.se thedata.setting value when thelength ofconcealed .sewing atthe.start of.sewing isshorter than that ofatthesewing end.
3. Decrea.se thedata.setting value when thelength ofconcealed sewing at theendofsewing islonger than thatofatthesewing start
(Example)

Sewing length is shorter than that obtained when the
concealed sewing length at the start and end of sewing

30. 0

28.0

is uniform byapproximately 2 mm at thesewing end.

4. Increase thedata.setting value when thelength ofconcealed .sewing attheendof.sewing is.shorter than thatofatthesewing start.

5) How to set the material on the machine

Create awelt pocket .sewing pattern inaccordance withtheoperating procedure oftheoperation panel. Callthesewing pattern andpress
the MACHINE READY key. (Refer tothede.scription of pictograph No. <1D> for how to change over theperformance of the binder.)
(3) Press the MACHINE READY key.

The.sewing pattern tobe.sewn is.shown on thedisplay board of theoperation panel, thebinder isfixed at thehighest position andthe
left-hand clamp foot moves 10 mm outward.

(D Depress the foot valve switch.
The air cylinderfor .securing an interlining actuateto lift up the leaf springfor securingan interlining.

(D Set the interlining in position.
Puttheinterlining under theleaf.spring for.securing aninterlining while taking thecross-mark forsetting the.sewing reference as a guide,
and release the foot valve switch. This .secures the interlining in between the leaf spring and the .sewingtable.

(4) Set the garment body in position.

Settheinterlining at thepredetermined position while taking thecro.s.s-mark for .setting thesewing reference as a guide. Check the
parallelism of the material withthecro.s.s-mark on the far side.
(D Depress the pedal switch to the first step.
Theclamp footmoves forward, theclamp foot (right) comes down toclamp thesingle garment body. Ifthegarment body hasmany
creases on dans, tease the garment body to remove crea.se.s.

® Depress the pedal switch to the second step.
The clampfoot (left)comesdown. This completesthe garment bodyclampingprocedure.
(7) Set a welt pocket in position.

Using the.space provided aftertheclampfoot hasmoved outward, set theweltpocketto thepredetermined position whilematching
patterns on the welt pocketwith tho.se on the garmentbody placed underthe welt pocket.
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Welt pocket

Garment body

'

Garment clamp moves (10mm)

® Depress the pedal to the 3rd step.
The flap presser (left) presses the welt pocket on the garment body.

(§) Depress the pedal to the 4th step.
The folding plate (right) comes forward. (Only when the needle gauge is 8 or 10 nun.)

® Set the stay in position.
Set the stay on the right of the welt pocket.

@ Depress the pedal to the 5th step.
The flap pre.sser(right) pres-ses the stay.

® Press the knee switch.
The rapid feed .startsand the entire unit of the clamp foot moves to the .sewingposition.

® Afterthe rapid feed starts, release the pedal switch.
Be sure to release the pedal .switch.If the pedal is held depre.ssed, the machine will start the subsequent clamping action immediately
after the machine returns to the home position.
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7.

EXPLANATION OF VARIABLE RESISTORS AND DIP SWITCHES

o
©—

•cs

-a

©—

o-

»c=

e
o

(1)

Explanation of function
O VR (Variable Resistor)
This variable resistor is used to adjustclearness of the liquid crystal display screen. The clearness of the liquidcrystal

display .screen subtly changes inaccordance with theviewing angle and ambient temperature. Soadjust itwith thisvariable
resistor.

ODIP1

-Widening data input range, stopping output of alarms in pan
OFF : Standard/ON : Widen.s, and stops output of AL-50 through
AL-55.

- For setting for special functions (Refer to Page 44).
-Switching between with/without Thread breakage detector
OFF: Without detector / ON: With detector

(Caution) When the sewing speed for the high speed
operation of the sewing machine has been set
to a value lower than 1,400 s.p.m. through the
pictograph No.[BG], thread breakage detector
will not work even If the DIP switch Is set to

"ON: (Provided with detecting function)"
-Stacker independent operation
OFF: Stops / ON : Stacker actuates
• Reserved

-Reserved

-Sewing machine independent operation
OFF: Stops/ ON: Sewing machine drives

(Caution) The data specified using the DIP switches are read at the time when the MACHINE READY key is
pressed (change-over from the manual mode to the automatic mode). Consequently, the data will
remain even if the setting of the DIPswitches are changed when the machine Is in the automatic mode.

How to use the DIP switches

• DIP-1 SW-5 (stacker independent operation)
Setting the DIP switches to its ON position underthe "manual mode"will actuate the stacker.
• DIP-1 SW-8 (sewing machine Independent operation)
The machinecan be operated independentlyfor adjustment Independentoperation of the .sewing machine is po.ssible when the
clamp foot is in its rear end position under the "manual mode".
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ODIP2

Selection of the position of clampfoot when the graspingstacker
or bar stacker actuates.

^ : The clamp foot goes backward until itis approximately
^

130 mm away from the needle bar.
: The clamp foot does not move at all.

Setting of stackers

•

Already reserved
Roller stacker

Grasping stacker/Bar stacker
•Setting
: 8 mm

1§
i
i

1

gauge size
:10 mm

:!2mm

P

:14 mm

i

1
i
i

:16 mm

:18 mm

i

:20 mm

i

1 1

i

i
i i

(Caution) The data specified using the DIP switches are read at the time when the power to the machine is
turned ON. So, be sure to change the setting of the above-stated DIP switches, if necessary, while
the power to the machine is turned OFF.
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(2) Setting for special-purpose functions using DIP switches
1) Seting the DIP-SW

Operations ofthe sewing machine can be selected by setting the switch 2ofthe DIP switches 1(DIP1-SW2).

-m
>^11

1

-m
D I P-1

^11

1

*•"11

1

r

OFF; Standard operations are employed.
(The operation change-over .screen i.s not
indicated.)

1 1

•^11

1

«>m
o
-n

-n

2) Pressing the cycle key, press the numeric key [1].
At this time, the"operation change-over screen" appear to allow theoperator to select theoperation of the unit.

(Caution) Ifthe "operation change-over screen" does not appear, suppose that the DIP switch has been set to the
OFF position. Whenthe switch is set to the OFF position,all the operations will be set to the standard
state.
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Function and operation

Panel indication

Theoperation of the unitcan beselected bysettingthe switch2 of the DIPswitch 1 (DIPlSW2).

• Pressing thecycle key

. press the numeric key [1]. Now, thefollowing screen will appear.

<c.fl>

<CB>

<0C>

FLAP
MODE

BIND
MODE

0

0

Darts . CLMP
MODE MODE
0
R'^^'L

FLAP
MODE

Darts
MODE
1

1

EIND
MODE
1

<;cii> <CE>

CLMP
MODE
L+R

Pi

• I

<CF>
CORO
MODE

M-0

0

Pi

CORA
MODE
1

• I

M-1

FLAPMODE

Returns to the initial state.

o
eb

C9

o

•a
o

E

j>
D.

E

o

S

OA S
»>

W

C

u. M
u- %

5Z Ies
CQ

O

O

"5.

TheaiTOws(T •iD)means that the pictograph given above

(The specified data are the standard

and below the arrows can be changed over u.sing the
screen change-over key ( ) . )

value.s.)
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Function and operation

Panel Indication

•"C* fl X*
'"

*

pressers perfonn the standard operation.

The flap presser (right) actuates first.

FLAP
MODE
0

t

I
P L.fi F*
TlJ[| £

•The flap presser (left) actuates fir.st.
(When the flap presser (optional) is installed.)

Cr I Q p
j. j-r-. j~
' 't.

: When sewing a right flap, the flap presser (right) operates first,
When sewing aleft flap, the flap presser (left) operates first. (This is
the standard operation in the L-size sewing mode or the welt pocket

V

sewing mode.)

<CB>
: The machine performs .standard operations.

DartsMODE
0

ii'i'rts
f'lI 1II E

"l

: The foot pedal actuates the following operations.
1st step
2nd step

Darts stretcher operates.
Clamp foot travels forward.
i

Clamp feet (right) (left) come down.
3rd step
Binder comes down.
4th step
Flap presser (right) comes down.
5th step
Flap presser (left) comes down.
Knee switch... Rapid feed

(Caution: ThestandairdoperationsarecaiTledoutwhensewingmachineoperates^
coincldentally under the "darts stretching mode" and "welt pocket
^
sewing mode.")
j
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Function and operation

Panel indication

<CC>
*P{ J

J|i : The standard operations are caitied out.

w j.r—

I'lUi-'C.

BIND
MODE
1

<CD>
CLMP
MODE
R+L

CLMP
MODE
L+R

: The binder will not go up even by releasing the foot pedal after the binder
has come down and folding plates have been closed.
To make the binder go up. press either the "knee switch" or the "reset
switch".

Performs .standard operation

The clamp foot (right)comesdown first, then theclamp foot (left)comes
down next.

Changes the clamp foot lowering order

The clamp foot (left)comesdown first, then the clamp foot (right)comes
down next.
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Function and operation

Panel indication

:cE>
h
B B

Performs the standard operation

(Thesewing machine stopsoncewhen the backtackstitching direction
is changed over.)

M-0

Dfl
I B

M-1

'•..Lr F .•'*
•JURO

The sewing machine performs backtackstitching without stopping. (For
condensation stitching, the operation of the sewing machine does not
change.)

: Performs standard operation
(Folding plate and flap presserare held closed when the corner knife
actuates.)

MODE
0

CORO
MODE

Foldingplateandflap presserare opened beforethe corner knifeactuates.

1
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8.

CROSS MARK LAMPS

(1) Cross (+) mark lamps for setting sewing
There are two cross (+) mark lamps. Alamp clo.scr tothe operator isused todetermine the point (rear reference and seam ends) and
the other lamp on the far side isused to determine the point atwhich aseam starts (front reference) and adjust the parallelism of
workpiece.

1) How to adjust the irradiation position of the cross (+) mark lamps
Adjust the cross (+) mark lampsirradiation pointin thefollowing
steps of procedure.

1. Set the machine to its predetermined position,and turn ON the
power switch. (The cross (+) mark lamps light up.)

2. First adju.st the lateral position of the cross (+) mark lamps
referring to parallelism checking cross mark lamp light ©.
Loo.sen set.screw O. and slide the entire unit of the cross mark

lamps in the direction of the arrowuntil crossmark lamp© on
the far side irradiates the middle point between two needles.
Now re-tighten setscrew ©•

Fig. 20
— Needle
i

'

side. This cro.ss mark lampis ased to determinethe rear reference
for sewing. Now adjust the position of lamp so that it irradiates

i

-f-©

E
E

point © asillustrated inFig. 21.
The distance from the needle to the lamp should l)e 240 mm.

1

o
CM

i
j
i

1

©

Rear r^erence

111 (Sewing end point)
10mm »-|

3. Loo.sen .setscrew-s © and o inthecro.ss mark lamp onthenear

•

Fig. 21

4. La.stly, loo.sen mark lamp clamp screws © and setscrew ©,
and adjust theheight of thelamps to bring the cross mark images
into thesharpestfocushaving the widthof 10mm. Now firmly
tighten clampscrew © andsetscrew ©.
5. After the adjustment of the focus, be sure to confirm that the
proper distance (240 mm) is provided between the needle and

the lampand that the cro.ss mark images projected by the lamps
are aligned with the middle line between the needles.

Needle

Fig. 22

2) How to replace the bulb in the cross mark clamp
Bulb in the cross mark lamp

Disassemble the lamp unit as illustrated in Fig. 23.
Replace the bulb with a new one, and then reassemble the lamp
unit accordingly.

Fig. 23
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9.

AIR CONTROL SWITCHES

(1) Foot valve switch
The foot valve switch is used to actuate the interlining clamping
Interlining clamping leaf spring

leafspringasshownin Fig24.Depressthefootvalveswitch,and
it will permit the interlining clamping air cylinder to operate
causing the leaf springs to rise.

Whileyou aredepressingthefootvalveswitch, iasertaninterlining
piecebetween thesewingtableandtheleafspringandaccurately
position them using the cross-mark light, then release the foot

Pocket bag clamping
leaf spring

Interlining clamping
air cylinder

Pocketbag clampingy

valve switch.

When attached the pocket bag clamping device, it performs the
same operationas interliningby the foot valve switch.

air cylinder

Foot valve switch
Foot switch unit

Fig. 24

(2) Points requiring special attention when operating the air cylinder independently (Manual
operation of the solenoid valve)
Turn the knob on the solenoid valve of the comer knife elevating

cylinder and center knife in the direction of the arrow as shown
in Fig. 25, and each air cylinder can be manually operated
independently.

Use each air cylinder independently to adju.st the related
components and to check them for correct operations. For the
normal sewing operation, set the knob at 0.
(Caution) Be sure to manually operate the corner

Turn the knob

knife or the center knife after moving the

clamp foot to its rear end. Ifyou operate the
corner knife by hand when the clamp foot is
in the front end of its stroke, the clamp foot

Fig. 25

mayInterferewiththe corner knife,causing
the knife to be damaged.

This machine is not provided with the air pre.ssure detector
switch. Before operating the .sewing machine, check the air

pre.ssure ongauge O for airfilter regulator O .

77
Fig. 26
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10.

PEDAL SWITCH AND KNEE SWITCH OPERATION

Micro switches LS-1 to -5

Pedal switch

ijtr

\

Sewing preparation from the clamp foot forwarding to the rapid feed of the meaterial is all performed by operating this pedal
switch.

[Standard specification.s]
1st step (LS-i)

Clamp foot forward

i (After thefront endsensor is turned ON,theclamp foot moves forward as faras 5 mm,

2nd .step (LS-2)
3rd step (LS-?)

and then stops there.)
Clamp foot, right comes down
Clamp foot, left comes dow

Binder comes down

i (Clamp footcomes down0.2sec. afterthe binder lowest end.sen.sor is turned ON.)
4th step (LS-4)

Folding plate clo.ses
Flap pre.s.ser. right comes down.

5th step (LS-5)

Flap pres.ser, left comes down.

Knee .switch

(LS-6)

Rapid feed

[When the darts .stretcheris installed] (Optional)
l.st.step(LS-1)
Darts .stretcher oijerated
Clamp foot goes forward (After the front end sensor is turned ON, theclamp foot moves forward
as far as 5 mm, and then .stops there.)
2nd step (LS-2)
Clamp foot, right comes down
3rd .step(LS-3)
Clamp foot, left comes down
Darts stretcher returns

4th .step(LS-4)

Binder comes down

•I (Clamp footcomes down0.2sec. afterthe binder lowest end.sen.sor is turned ON.)
Folding plate clo.ses

5th step (LS-5)

Flap pressers (right and left) comes down

Knee switch

(LS-6)

Rapid feed
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[Under the welt pocket sewing mode]

1st step(LS-1)

Clamp foot moves forward.
4. (After thefront endsensor is turned ON, theclamp foot moves forward asfaras 5 mm,

2ndstep (LS-2)
3rd.step (LS-3)

Clampfoot (left)comesdown.
Clampfoot (left)comesdown.

4ih step(LS-4)

Folding plate closes (forgauge size of 12mm or .smaller).

.'5th step (LS-.5)

Flap pres.ser (right)comesdown.

and then stops there.)

Knee .switch

(LS-6)

Rapid feed

(Under the welt pocket with a darts .stretcher installed]
l.st .step (LS-1)
Dam .stretcher operates.

Clamp foot moves forward (After thefront end .sen.sor is tumed ON, theclamp foot moves
forward as far as 5 mm, and then .stops there.)

2nd.step (LS-2)
3rd.step (LS-3)

Clampfoot (right) comesdown.
Clampfoot (left)comes down.
Darts stretcher returns.

4th .step (LS-4)

5th.step (LS-5)

Flap pre.s.ser (left)comes down.
Folding plate closes (for gauge size of 12 mm or larger).
Flappres.ser (right) comesdown.

Knee .switch

(LS-6)

Rapid feed
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11.

POINTS TO BE NOTED BEFORE OPERATION

# Make surethefollowing points before starting operation of themachine or day-to-day work.
1) Check that the electric supply cord and other electric connectors are firmly connected.

Tumthepowerswitch ONandcheck thattheindicator figures orindicator lamps ontheoperation panel areboth lighting. Also make
sure that the motor of the machine properly rotates.

2) Check forthe connection ofeach air.supply hose including those tothe stacker and ensure that the pre.s.sure gauge indicates 5.0 kgf/
cm- (0.5 MPa). When necessary,adjust the pre.s.sure (5.0 kgf/cm-) by the air regulator knob.
3) Check for the lubrication.

Fill the oil reservoir of the machine head with lubricatingoil.
4) Checkthat the remainings of the needlethreadand bobbin threadareenoughfor the operation.
5) Makesure that the machine is in the standby position;
1. The binder is in its upper position.
2. The clamp foot is in its upper po.sition.

How to remove the sewing table when winding the bobbin thread
1. Move the clamp fool to the rear end.

2. Insert your fingers inholes O intheunder.sideofthesewing table
and pash up the .sewingtable with your fingens.
3. In thisstate, move the left and right .sewingtable, taking po.sitioning

boss O nsthecenter, respectively in thedirection of thearrow,
and you can observe the bobbin ca.se.

(Note)

Be careful In moving the sewing table so as not to
contact the needle.

4. After the completion of winding the bobbin thread, securely Ht the

.sewing table to throat plate O and positioning pins O by
following to the procedure for removing the sewing table inversely.

Sewing table

Thesewing table is attracted bymagnets O ntfour points.
(Note)

Follow the same procedure to remove the sewing
table when changing the needle gauge.

Fig. 28
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12.

TEMPORARY STOP

The machine will immediately stop with the relevant error code onthe operation panel display when the temporary stop mechanism is
actuated

one of the following causes.

(1) Temporary stop by manual operation
If anabnormal noise is heard during an operation or when themachine needs tobestopped in anemergency, pressthetemporary
stop switch mountedon the top of the operationpanel,
o The machine stops with the needle stopped in its upper position,
o The feeding mechanism stops with the clamp foot lowered.

The function of themachine will stopin theabove conditions anderrorcode"AL-Ol" will bedisplayed.
[How to reset]

Correctthe cause to have made the sewingmachinetemporarily stop, then pre.s$ the reset key.

Theclamp foot will travel to therearend,andthen theclamp foot andbinder will return to home position. Thesetready indicator
lamp will go off and manual mode will start to function.

(2) Automatical temporary stop
The automatical temporarystop mechanismwill be actuated by one of the following reasons;
See [(3) "List of alarm codes*!
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)

)
(3)

List of alarm codes
Alarm code
AL-01

Description
Temporary stop switch is turned
ON.

AL-02

AL-04

An abnormal load is applied to the
servomotor, resulting in defective
feed. In this case, the AL-02 is

Press the reset key.

Press the reset key.
1. Check the load applied to the clamp foot travel components.
If any load is applied to them, eliminate it.

shown on the .screen.

2. Check whether the servomotor driver is defective.

Thread breakage is detected.

Check whether the needle thread is broken. Then, press the
reset key.

AL-04 is shown when the needle

Time of detection

Corrective measure

Anytime

During sewing

thread breaks.

AL-09

AL-10

Failure in detection of the corner

Press the reset key.

1. When the clamp foot travels

knife being in the lower end
position.

1. Check whether the corner knife has come down.

2. When the foot pedal switch is depressed to the

Failure in detection of the center

knife being in the upper end
position.
U)
tn

AL-II

The binder is not in the correct home

position.
1. The air pre.ssure has dropped.
This prevents the binder from
going up.
2. When the darts stretcher has

been .specifled, the binder being
in the upper end position is not

2. Confirm that the cylinder sensor has detected the comer
knife in the lower end position.

1st step.

Press the reset key.
1. Check whether the center knife has gone up.
2. Confirm that the cylinder sensor has detected the center
knife in the lower end position.

1. When the clamp foot travels
2. When the foot pedal switch is depre.ssed to the
Ist step.

Pre.ss the reset key.
1. Check the air pre.s.sure and al.soconfirm that the binder has

1. When the power to the machine is turned

raised. If the darts stretcher is not installed on the machine,

confirm that the darts .stretching mode has not been
specified.
2. If the darts .stretcher is specified, check the upper detection

ON

2. When the clamp foot travels
3. When the machine ready key is turned ON.

sensor for the binder.

delected.
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Description

Alarm code
AL-12

Corrective measure

The thread take-up lever is not in its
highest dead point.

stroke.

1. When the clamp foot travels
2. When the machine ready key is turned ON
3. When the foot pedal is operated

When the clamp foot feeds the material.

Only under the flap sewing

When the clamp foot feeds the material.

Only under the flap .sewing

Only under the flap sewing

Only under the flap .sewing

Dust gatherson the front end of the

Remove dust from the reflection plate, and press the RESET

flap.

key.

AL-14

Front end of the flap is not detected.

Pre.ss the RESET key, and place the flap properly on the

AL-15

Corner knife cannot move from the

Pre.ss the RESET key. (Decrea.se the opening amountof the

current position.

corner knife, and re-.specifydata on it.)

When the MACHINE READY key is pre.s.sed.
When a short flap is fini.shed.

The flap .sensorfails to receive light.

Remove dust from the reflection plate, and press the RESET

When the clamp foot .startsfeeding action.

AL-13

mode.

mode.

machine.

AL-16

AL-18

Wl
o\

AL-21

Failure in detection of the roller

Pre.ss the re.set key.

stacker being in the upper end
position

1. Confirm that the roller has rai.sed.

While the clamp foot travels

Only when the roller stacker
is u.sed with the .sewing

When the machine ready key is turned ON.

To be detected only when the

2. Check the roller .stacker upper detection sensor.

Failure in detection of the darts

Pre.ss the reset key.

stretcher being in the upper end
position

1. Confirm that the darts stretching cylinder has rai.sed.
2. Check that the cylinder .sensor has detected the darts
.stretcherbeing in the upper end position.

Size, outside (he range of data

Prass the re.set key, and input the correct data.

mode.

mode.

key.
AL-17

Remarks

Time of detection

Set the thread take up lever to the highestdead point of its

machine

darts stretcher is used with

the .sewing machine.
When the machine ready key is pres.sed

Gauge size:
8 mm to 12 mm

35 mm to 180 mm

Gauge size:
14 mm to 20 mm
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3
Description

Alarm code

)
Corrective measure

Time of detection

Remarks

AL-26

Lockstitch pitch, outside the range

AL-27

Condensation pilcli, outside the
range of data

0.5 to 1.5 mm

Back tack pitch, outside the range of

1.0 mm to the lockstitch

2.0 to 3.4 mm

of data

AL-28

data

AL-29

Dara on the flap concealed stitching

The .set value should be

(front right) is outside the data

larger than the front

setting range.

difference of the corner
knife.

AL-30

Dara on the flap concealed stitching
(rear right) is outside the data
.setting range.

The .set value should be

larger than the rear
difference of the corner
knife.

AL-31

Center knife (front), outside the
range of data

AL-32

Center knife (rear), outside the

range of data

0 to 15 mm

0 to 15 mm

Pre.s.s the reset key, and input the correct data.

When the machine ready key is pre.s.sed

Dara on the flap concealed stitching
(front left) is outside the data setting

The .set value .should be

range.

difference of the corner

Dara on the flap concealed stitching
(rear left) is outside the data .setting

The .set value .should be

range.

difference of the corner

AL-36

Dara on the corner knife cutting
length (front) is outside the data
.setting range.

0 to 10 mm

AL-37

Dara on the corner knife cutting
length (rear) is outside the data
.setting range.

0 to 10 mm

Data on the front difference is

0 to 20 mm

AL-34

larger than the front
knife.

AL-35

larger than the rear
knife.

AL-38

outside the data .setting range.
AL-39

Data on the rear difference is

outside the data .setting range.
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0 to 20 mm

AL-40

Data on the flap forced stop is

Press the RESET key. and input the correct data.

Remarks

Time of detection

Corrective measure

Description

Alarm code

When the MACHINE READY key is pressed

0 to 10 mm

outside the data setting range.
AL-41

Error in setting the stacker

AL-43

Error in .settingthe gauge size

AL-44

RAM error check

Set the gauge properly again.
Turn OFF the power to the machine, then re-turn it ON again.

It is necessary to check the
CPU circuit board. (This

type of error will not occur
in ordinary .sewing works.)
AL-45

Error of the .sen.sor.s to detect the

front end and the rear end of the

When the clamp foot travels to its front/rear

Pre.s.s the RESET key. then pres.sthe MACHINE READY key
again.

end.

When the MACHINE READY key is prc.ssed.

clamp foot travel
AL.49

AL-50

Needle thread breakage upper

Check the needle thread breakage detecting sensor, then press (lie

detection failure

RESET key.

Error in .setting the flap .slant.sewing

Pre.s.s the RESET key, and input the correct data again.

mode

AL-51
V/l
00

In the cycle .sewing mode, the
opening amountof the corner knife

This error occurs only under

i.s .set to an incorrect value.

simultaneous operation

the corner knife
mode.

AL-52

In the cycle .sewing mode, the .slant
at the .sewing.start i.s .setto a wrong
direction.

AL-53

In the .sewing mode, change the data to performsewing without
using the corner knife.

When the MACHINE READY key is pre.s.sed.

In the cycle .sewing mode, the front
difference i.s .set an incorrect value.

AL-54

In the cycle .sewing mode, the .slant
at the .sewingend i.s .set to a wrong
direction

AL-55

In the cycle .sewing mode, the rear
difference i.s.set an incorrect value.
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Description

Alarm code
AL-61

Corrective measure

Data on the distance between the

Set the distance between the corner knife blades to the standard

corner knife blades (from the fixed
side to the moving side) is outside
the data setting range.

value

Time of detection

When the MACHINE READY key is pres.sed.

"gaugesize of 8 to 12 mm = 35 mm to 180mm or le.ss,

Remarks

This error occurs only under
the corner knife separate
operation mode.

gauge .size of 14 mm or larger = 50 mm to 180 mm or le.ss ,

and input the value with the relevant keys.
AL-70

Sewing machine motor is defective.
Synchronizer TG is defective.

Check the .sewingmachine motor.
Check the .synchronizer.

AL-71

Needle up/down signal of
.synchronizer

Check the synchronizer.

Reverse rotation of the sewing

Reverse the motor power connector and reconnect it.

AL-72

When the power to the machine is turned ON or Turn OFF the power to the
when starting sewing
machine.

When starting .sewing.

machine
AL-75

AL-76

Ut

vo

Sewing speed for high .speed
operation has not been properly
.specified.

actuated

Sewing speed for low speed
operation has not been properly
specified.

When the machine ready key is pre.s.sed.
Wiicn the .sewing machine independent
operation is actuated

AL-77

Length of time during which the
.sewing machine independent
intermittent operation is ON state is
improperly specified.

AL-78

Length of time during which the
.sewing machine independent
intermittent operation is OFF state is
improperly specified.

When the machine ready key is pres.sedor when

1000 to 2200 s.p.m.

the .sewing machine independent operation is

Press the reset key, and input the correct data.

500 to 1500 .s.p.m.
500 to 2200 s.p.m.

When the .sewing machine independent
operation is actuated

1.00 to 9.99 .sec.

When the sewing machine independent
operation is actuated

1.00 to 9.99 .sec.
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(4) List Ofcheck codes

^^

^

^

^

.

..

In the series ofoperaUon ofthe APW-193N, the machine wails for achange in the relevant sensor state and proceeds to the next step of operaUon. Ifany of the sensors, does not change its state for acertain penod

oflime, one ofthe following indications will begiven onthe panel. So, check the related sensor.
Time of detection

Alarm codes

Description

Corrective measures

CH-02

Servomotor po.sitioning signalis not
detected.

Check theload applied to the clamp foot travel components. If
any load i.s applied to them, eliminate it. Servomotor [Check

Binderpositioning signalis not

Check the binder sensor.

When the binder actuates.

Check theupper and lower detection of thesynchronizer.

When the sewing machine actuates.

Check the darts stretcher sensor.

When the darts stretcher actuates.

When the clamp foot travels.
When an alarm is reset.

the servomotor driver].
CH-11

detected.

CH.12

Naeedle-up/needle-down signalis
not detected.

CH-18

Dartsstretcher positioningsignal is
not detected.

o\
o
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Remarks

13.

ADJUSTMENTS

(1)

Binder mechanism
When you depressthepedalswitchto thethird step,theaircylinder will actuate andbinder willbelowered between theleftand
right clamp feet.

After a welt has been made, thecomer knife has completed itscutting operation, the aircylinder raises the binder toitsupper
position.

1)

Position of the binder when lowered

1.

Turn the power switchoff and lowerthe binderpressingit to the
direction of the arrow manually.

2.

The correct lowest position of the binder is obtained when the
bindercomes down to reach the positionjust in the middleof the

Sewing table

Fig. 29

Incase of needle gauge 10 mm
10mm

5 mm

two needles and that both needles do not come in contact with the
5 mm

welt patch base plate as shown in Fig. 30.

Needle

Welt patch base plate

Fig. 30

3.

When the binder will not be lowered to its lowest position shown

inHg.,loosensetscrew O andadjust theposition ofthebinder
I— Binder fulcrum shaft

— Lock nut

-0

by moving the binder unit to the direction of arrow along with the
welt patch scale supporting pin.

Fitpositioning bolt 0 securely ontothesidefaceofthebinder
leverNo. 1 0 andtighten withthelock nut.

Binder base

Welt patch base plate

Fig. 31
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4.

Provide about 11 mm clearance between the needle entry point

and the rear end of welt patch base plate.

Needle

Welt patc^ base plate

(Caution) Confirmthat the center knifedoes not come into
contact with the knife cover of the binder board.

11 mm

Fig. 32

5.

When the dimension shown in Rg. 32 is not obtained, loosen two

screwswhich are used tojoin binder mounting bases O and O
shownin Rg. 33 and adjustthedimension

movingthe binder

circuit board in the direction of the arrow.

When the binder circuit board has been moved, tighten the

connecting screws while pressing binder mounting base 0
against the stopper screw inbinder mounting base O •
Binder mounting
bases O

(Caution) Don't forget to setthe thread take-up to its upper
stop position before you start sewing on trial.
Alternatively, you can set the machine with the
thread take-up its highest pointsimpiy by turning
power "OFF" and then "ON".

Connecting screw

Stopper screw

Binder mounting

bases O'

Rg.33
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2)

Concentricity between welt patch base plate and center of the needle

1. Loosen bolt O which fixbindermounting base O inposition.
2.

Slide base can be swung to each direction of the arrows by

3.

Provide proper concentric angles between welt patch base plate
and the center of the needle and then tighten locknut of adjasting

tightening/loosening adjusting bolt O .

bolt O and securely fix binder mounting base O with bolt
o.
(Caution) If the concentricity of the binder and the clamp
foot with regard to the direction of travel of the
clamp foot is not obtained, adjustthe position of
the binderwith regard to the clamp foot following
the procedure described above. (Do not loosen
the screw in the installation support (fixed on
the machine head) for the clamp foot rail.)

Binder

Fig. 34

Center of the needle

) Concentricity
Center of the welt

patch base plate

Fig. 35
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3)

Horizontal of the binder

Check andadjust thehorizontal ofthebinder (the welt patch base plate isattached inparallel tothetable surface), aswell asthelower
position of the binderand concentric angles.
1.

Lower the bindermanuallyin thesame way as it is loweredwhen
its lower position is adjusted.

2.

Provide about a 1.0 nun clearance between the reverse side of the

welt paK:h base plate and upper surface of the sewing table and
make the clearance constant all the way between them (Be sure
that the difference between the front and rear end ofthe welt patch
base plate does not exceed 0.2 mm).

g!

•Binder futerum shaft

•

.Binder installation base

Welt patch ruler

3. Adjust thehorizontalness of the binder first. Loosen screw O
which fixes the binder installing base. Then sewing the whole unit
of the binder in the direction of the arrow centering the binder
fulcrum shaft until the horizontalness of the binder is obtained.

After the adjustmentof the horizontalnessof thebinder,securely

tighten screw O •
Sewing table

Fig. 36

Adjust so that aclearance of 1mm is providedbetweenthe bonom
face of the welt patch base plate and thesurface of thesewing table
Locknut

Air cylinder

by turning cylinder rod © asshown in Fig. 37.
Loosen the locknut, and turncylinder rod © in the direction
which tightens it to lower the welt patch base plate, or in the
direction which loo.sens it to raise the welt patch base plate.
Adjust the clearance to 1 mm, then firmly tighten the locknut.

Fig. 37
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4)

How to use the binder stopper nut
The machine has been designed to stop the binder at its intermediate
position to help enhance productivity.

Tousethisfunction, operate thesewing machine with stopper nut O
fixed at the deepest end of stopper as illustrated in Ftg. 38.
(Caution) The lifting amount of the binder should be
reduced while confirming that there is enough
light emitted from the cross marking lamp.

Fig. 38

5)

Cloth guide finger
The cloth guide flnger stabilizes the welt patches while they are being sewn.

(Caution) Be sure to carry out this adjustment when you have changed the needle gauge.

1. Loosen cloth guide armsetscrew O andmove thecloth guide

Cloth guide finger
0.5 to 1.0 mm

r
L Needle

2.

Cloth guide arm

3.

finger clo.seto the needle so that approx. 0.5 to 1.0 mm clearance
is provided between the side faces of the needle and the cloth
guide finger.
Adjust the cloth guide spring so that it lightly presses the cloth
guide arm. Be careful not to given an excessive pressure on the
workpiece while being fed.

The pressingpressure of the cloth guide spring can beadjustedby
screw O •
Provide approx. 0.5 to 1.0 mm (thickness of a weltpatch) between
the cloth guide finger and welt patch base plate. When adjusted,

loosenlocknut O andprovideaproperclearancewithsctew OAfter adjusted, securely tighten locknut O .

Cloth guide spring
Cloth guide arm

Cloth guide finger

Approx. 0.5 to 1.0 mm

Welt patch base plate

Fig. 39
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(2)
1)

Adjusting clamp foot traveling mechanism
Tension of the clamp foot traveling belt

1.05±0.15kgf

Pulley on the

Pulley on the

slave side

drive side
670 mm

Fig. 40

The tension ofthe clamp foot traveling belt can be adjasted by loosening lockout O and shifting the slave .side pulley inside the slot in
the base. (The pulley can be .shifted by moving adjustment screw © back and forth.) The tension on the belt should be adju,sted sothat
the middle of the belt.slackens by 8.6 mmwhen a pressure of 1.05 ± O.lSkgf is applied.

After making the adjastment, tighten uplockout O •
2)

Tension of the clamp foot driving belt

Loosen setscrew O , and the tension of the clamp foot driving belt
can be adjustedby the idler pulley. If the belttensionis proper,when
0.4to0.5kgfpressure isapplied onthebeltatthemiddle of thepulleys,
the belt will bend down approx. 1.5 mm.

After adjusted, besure totighten setscrew O securely.

Idler pulley

Fig. 41
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3) Clamp foot front end stop position and rear end stop position

Standard distances for proximityswitches location

For rear end stop position
For front end detector

Proximity switch

Detector plate

5 mm

ICenter of the needle
75 mm

Garment clamp

1^1j j [Front end position

Rear end position
1

1

C

Garment clamp
240 mm
15 mm

180 mm

255 mm

Fig. 42

Clamp foot front endstopposition andrearend stop position are tobedetermined bytheposition oftheproximity switche.s. £>etermine
thestopposition of theclamp foot asshown inFig.42 refeiring tothestandard distance for proximity switches,
o Clamp foot front endis where tipof thegarment clamp is 255 mmaway from thecenter of theneedle,
o Clamp foot rearend is where tipof thegarment clamp is 180 mmaway from thecenter of theneedle.

Detectorpl^

i.o ±0.5 mm

Providethe clearance of 1.0± 0.5 mm betweenthe proximityswitch
and the detector plate.

-Proximity switch

Fig. 43
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(3) Clamp foot, welting patch folding plate and flap presser mechanism
1)

Parallelism of the clamp feet

The left and right clamp feet musttravel inparallel with needles and the welt patch baseplate whileswitches are made. Theparallelism
of the clamp foot hasalready been adjusted in factorybeforeshipment.

Ifreadjustment isnece.ssary for operation; adjust referring to"(I) Binder mechanism 2)Concentricity between welt patch ba.se plate
and center of the needle."

2)

Adjusting the lateral position of the garment clamp

tD=

¥

\7 Stopper

Adjustment screw
1.3 mm

1.3 mm

IW

0

©

Garment clamp

Fig. 44

Adjust the position ofthe garment clamp depending on the sizes ofthe re.spective mlers. Move the garment clamp taking the below-stated
steps of procedure .so that a 1.3mmclearance is provided between eachgarment clamp.

(£) Adjusting the position of die garment clamp (left)
Theposition of the gamient clamp (left) is determined bythe.stopper. To adjust theposition of thegarment clamp, loosen .screw
O . and move thestopper to theright or left. (Let airoutof thecylinder to .set it free,then perform theadjustment.)
Be.sure totakecarenottoexce.ssively .shorten the.stroke ofthecylinderwhenmoving thestopper. Notethatthepo.sitionofthegarment

clamp (left) is considerably changed when replacing the gauge or other occasions, re-adJust thefixing po.sition of thecylinder.
(Loosen .screw

. and the po.sition of the cylinder can be changed.)

Adju.st theclearance between thegarment clamp andthewelt patch base plate intheaforementioned way when changing thedouble
welt .sewing mode over to the .single welt sewing mode.
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(D Adjusting the position of the garment clamp (right)
Adjustthe garmentclamp(right) by turning the adjustment screw.

Loosen screw O and turn the adjustment .screw using a hexagon wrench key.
(Turning theadjustment screw clockwi.se will move thegarment clamp outward. Turning itcounterclockwise will move thegarment
clamp inward.)

0

=0.2 mm or less

The clearance shown in Fig. 45 must be kept in parallel to the welt
patch base plate. Make .surethat the difference between the front and
read ends of each garment clamp must not exceed 0.2 mm.

If not, loosen .screws O . and move the garment clamp in the
directionof thearrowusingthe weltpatchbaseplateas referenceuntil
the garmentclamp (right) is in parallel to the welt patch base plate.

Fig. 45

Fig. 46

When replacing the gauge. adju.st the inside distance between the
clamp foot arms (right) (left) as shown in the table below. Loosen

.screw 0 , and adjast the clearance between theclamp foot arms by
.separating them uniformly.

Gauge .sizeG (mm)

Inside di.stance between the clamp
foot arms A (mm)

8

83

10

85

12

87

14

89

16

91

18

93

20

95

(Caution) Tighten screws O while pressing the collar
against the clamp foot arm so as to prevent
loose fitting of the clamp foot arm.
Fig. 47
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3)

Gannent clamp lift

Clamp foot cylinder
Gannent clamp

M

xsx

Liftingblock

/
25 mm

Sewing table

Fig. 48

The garment clampalwaysgoes up at the time of emergency.

Thestandard lifting amount ofthe garment clamp atthe time ofemergency isobtained by providing a25 mm distance between the surface
ofthe sewing table and top end ofthe garment clamp. Ifitisnecessary to adjust the lifting amount ofthe garment clamp, loosen locknut

O located at the top end ofthe clamp foot cylinder rod and screw O in the guide, and change the screwing depth ofthe locknut O in
the lifting block to adjustthe lifting amount of the garment clampas desired.

After adjustment, be sure to tighten locknut O and screw © securely.

(Note) When adjusting the lift, ntake sure thatthe garment clamp does not contactthe sewing machine.
4)

Adjusting the welt patch folding plate and the flap presser
Needle of sewing machine

1.5 to 2.0 mm

•Flap presser

Flap presser

Adju.st .so that a clearance of approximately 1 to U mm is provided
between the folding plate and the needle of the sewing machine as
shown in Fig. 62 and .sothat they are in parallel to each other when the
welt patch folding cylinder is in the forward travel end.
To adjust the paralleli.sm between the folding plate and the needle,

loo.sen folding plate fixing .screw O andperform theadjastment. To
adjust the front/rear of the welt patch folding plate, loosen
Folding plate

Folding plate
1 to 1.5 mm

locknut © located atthetopofthecylinder rod and turn thecylinder
rod appropriately.

After the adju.stment, .securely tighten locknut © .

Q

O

Fig. 49

Loo.sen two.screws © and properly adjustthe pres.sure at
the front and rear of the flap pre.s.ser.

50
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5} Adjusting the flap scale and the flap presser
Loo.sen screw
intheflapscaleandadjusttheflapscaledepending on
theflapwidth. Notethattheblack marker lines engraved ontheflapbase
are used as reference to check the paralleli.sm of the flap .scale.

Adjasttheflap pres.ser, using .screws O ,sothatitis^acedapproximately
1.5 to 2.0 mmfrom the centerof the needleof the sewingmachine.
-Flap presser
cylinder
Flap scale
Black marker lines

Flap presser

Flap stopper

Fl^ base

Fig. 51

Confirm that theflappres.ser securely presses theflappiece inposition.
Flap presser
Flap piece
Flap scale
Flap base

Garment clamp

Fig. 52

6) Adjusting the flap stopper

Loo.sen screw o and adju.st flap stopper O installed atthe top ofthe
flapbasesothattheendof theflapisalignedwiththesewingendposition.
Flap piece

Fig. 53
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(4) Adjusting the corner knife
1)

Changing the pocket lip length
(D When the corner knife simultaneous operation
designated mode Is specified
Whenthepocket liplength is notfrequently changed, thecomerknife

Positioning
collar

on the fixed side and that on the moving side can be simultaneously
actuated for the sake of productivity. In this case, the position of the
cornerknifeshouldbeadjustedwheneverchangingthesewinglength.

Knob

rftfi

The knifemounting ba.se is moved by turning the knob illustrated in
thefigurecounterclockwi.se. So,adju.st theposition ofthecornerknife
properlyusingthedivisionson the .scale plate as reference.

T

Rxed side

Moving side

Fig. 54

(Caution) 1. Besuretoclosely pressthepositioning coliaragainstthecorner knife mounting baseandfix thecollar
to the base. (The collar should be fixed in place with the two screws loosened.)

2. Adjustthe blade ofthe corner knife by moving the comer knife Inthe moving side towardthe corner
knifeon the fixed side. (Afterthe adjustment, return the corner knifeon the driving side to the
positioning collar, and fix the knife at that position.)

3. Inthe sewing mode underwhich front/rear difference is specified, it is necessary to movethe corner
knifeon the movingside inthe directionofarrow A inaccordance withthe twodifferentcases shown
below.

a) For the slant sewing

Loosen the knob, and move the corner knife on the moving side in the direction of arrow A by the
amount of front difference or rear difference whichever larger.
(Example)

T

l~~i
I

Sewing length 100 mm |

I

4

2 mm

I

i

-Li-4

In this case, set the corner knife to the scale of "100 - 4 = 96 mm.'

4 mm

b) For the trapezoidal sewing

Loosen the knob, and move the comer knifeon the movingside in the direction of arrow A by the
total amount of the front and rear differences.
(Example)
2 mm

tri~r
!•
I

5 mm

4- I

I
I

I

Sewing length 100 mm

L

In this case, set the corner knife to the scale of
"100 "(2+ 5) = 93 mm."

(D When the corner knife separate operation designated mode is specified

Itisnecessary tofix the comer knife atthe po.sition corresponding tothedata ondi.stance input. Move the comer knife along with the
divisioas onthe .scale plate until the position .showing the figure .same asthe input data isreached. Then fix the comer knife atthat position
by tightening the knob.

For standard adjastment, thedistance between the knife on the moving side and the knife onthe fixed side should be .set to80mm.
*

Underthis mode, the knifeon the moving side actuates independently fromthe knifeon the fixed side.

Consequently, itisnot necessary toadjust the position ofthe comer knife inaccordance with the pocket lip length. Furthermore,
itisnot necessary tomove the knife inaccordance with the difference asdescribed in"Caution) 3"of 1 de.scribed above. Note that,
however, themachine uses onlyonekind ofthecomer knife, which means thatthecorner knife blade should beadjusted, orthecomer
knife unit (optional) should be replaced in the ca.se of slantsewingor trapezoidal sewing.

(Caution) Ifthe position where the corner knife cuts the materialfluctuates due to the materialslippage during
sewing, use the shim type comer knife.
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2) Positional relationship of the corner knife, + marking lamp, needle and garmentclamp
Sewing end corner knife position

Sewing start corner
knife position

Center of
needles

15 mm

-240 mm-

-O

Garment clamp

Garment clamp

255 mm

Fig. 55

G

Gauge width

A

Dimeasions of assembly
D

Min. sewing length when L-size
has been input

3)

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

134.5

135

133.5

131.5

130

128

126.5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

Under the comer knife simultaneous

Under the comer knife .simultaneous operation

operation .settingmode 35 to 180

setting mode 50 to 180

Under the comer knife .separate
operation .setting mode 35 to 180

mode 35 to 180

Under the comer knife .separate operation setting

Adjusting the height of the corner knife

When thecomerknife elevatingcylinder reaches itslowest position,
theremustbeaclearance ofapprox. 3.'5 mmbetween thetopendsof
bothmovingsidecornerknifeandfixed sidecomerknifeandthetop
faceof thetableasillustrated inthefigure on theleft. Loosen .screw

O . and adju.st the height ofthe corner knife by moving the entire
unit of the comer knife up or down.
Corner knife unit

Fig. 56
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4)

Center of tiie comer knife

Deflection of0.15 mmfor traveling distanceof300 mm

00 mm (11.811")
Clamp foot traveling path

Center of
the needle

TxpSwoLlSS
Travesng")'®®"^

Needle

Corner knife traveling path

Deflection of 0 ± 0.5 mm per traveling distance of 200 mm

) mm (7.874")

Fig. 57

The center of the comer knife should be aligned with the center of the needle when the corner knife moves.

Although the alignment is correctlyadjustedat the time of delivery,in the event that the corner knife bracketis moveddue to an
external impact,loo.sen theboltfixing thecomerknifeframe inplace,and.shake thewholecomerknifebracket .so thattheclearance
betweenthe movingcorner knife and the center of the needleis 0 0.5 mm or less when the moving knife is moved by approximately
200 nun.

Beforeadjustingtheclearancebymovingthecomerknifebracket,besuretoloosen.screw in thefixedbracketsupporting theopposite
side of the .shaft.

5) Adjustingthe deflection and distortion of the corner knife
If the comer knife is attached with deflected to right or left,
or distorted, defective state of the cut part may result as
flltistrated in the figure on the left. The comer knife should

INot good I

Good

r 0.3 to 0.5 mm

vrr

V

cut the center of the seams and should not cut the stitches.

Once the comer knife has been correctly centered in terms of
the seams, finely adjust the comer knife when attaching a
corner knife blade.

^Seam

Ki

i/H

0.3 to 0.5 mm

0.3 to 0.5 mm

Fig. 58

6)

Adjusting the knife
When replacing or adjasting the comer knife, firstly move the clamp foot to its backward travel end using the CLAMP FOOT
TRAVEL key on the operation panel, .secondlyremove the .sewingtable and operate the comer knife elevating solenoid valve
by hand to allow the comer knife to go up. Then, take the below-stated .stepsof procedure.
After the adju-stment, carry out thoroughgoingtests to confirm no faulty cut product is finished. Then, start the sewing work.
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d) Adjusting the comer knife for parallel sewing
The following de.scription explaias the adjasting method for the
corner knife for parallel .sewing which i.s the .standardtype of .sewing.

1) Adju.st the opening amount of the comer knife holders O in
the figure.s on the left to 12 mm and temporarily tighten .screw

Approx
12 mm

Fig. 59

2)

Fit the corner knife in the groove in the comer knife holder.
Po.sition the corner knife so that the di.stance almost same as the

needlegauge i.s providedbetweenthe blades. Thenfix theknife

there byturning eccentric pin O inthedirection ofthearrow.
Thi.s temporarilyfixes the corner knife. Then perform a trial
.stitching usingthe materialto be .sewn in the acmalsewing,and
re-adjast the installingpo.sition of the comer knife so that the
notch matching the .seam is obtained.

Groove in the
knife holder

Tip of the comer

A

knife blade

G... Needle gauge

Fig. 60

Fine adjustment of the corner knife in terms of seams

1) Loo.sen eccentric pin 0 .shown inthefigure given atthetopof

this page, and adju.st the cutting length 0 .shown inthe figure
by moving the corner knife inthe direction ofarrow O .
(Caution) When movingthe comer knife,top end 0 of
the knife should be covered.

2) Loosen screws 0 .shown in thefigure at thetopof thispage,
and adjust the angle of notch 0 shown in the figure by
changing the opening amount of the corner knife holders.

Fig. 61
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(D Adjusting the corner knife for slant sewing
When using thecorner knife intheslant sewing with adifference, adjast thecomerknife following theinstructions described below, based
on the temporarily fixedposition of the comerknifefor parallel sewingas explained on the previoaspage.
As an example, the adjusting procedure of comer knife
adapting to the following sewing pattern is described.
e

.1

Sewing start difference ... A
Sewing end difference ... B

Fig. 62

To adjust the corner knife to sewing .start difference A, comer
knife blade O on the left-hand side should be kept at the
.standard position as illustrated in the .sketch on the left, and
corner knife blade o .should be moved to extend the cutting
length in accordance with the difference as illustrated in the
.sketch on the right.

(Follow the procedure .sameas that de.scribedon the previous
page.)

Slant sewing state

Parallel sewing state

Let the blade protrude from the

standard position by narrowing

the angle of corner knifeO-

Fig. 6.^

2)

The comer knife is adjusted to rear difference B in the

.similar manner. Only comer knife blade O .should bemoved
to extend thecutting lengthin accordancewith the.sewing end
difference.

After the completion of the adjustment, finely adjust knife
blades o
o . o and O in accordance withthe .seam
in the proceduresame as that described on the previouspage.
The corner knife can be adjusted by extending the cutting
length of the longer .seam regardle.s.s of the kinds of .slant
.sewing.
Parallel sewing state

Slant sewing state

Fig. 64
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7) Replacing the comer knife unit (optional)

After adjusting the comer knife in accordance with the respective differences following the instructions described on the
previouspage, the entire unit of the comer knife can be replaced.

(T) Removing the cornerknife unit
1) First, fully loo.sen screw © in mounting ba.se O of the
cornerknifeunitwitha hexagon wrench keysupplied with
Comer knife unit

the unit.

Part No. of the corner knife unit
Fixed side... 18303453

Moving .side.. 18303552
(Note that the knife is excluded.)
Hexagon wrench

Fig. 65

2) Then, securely holding the mounting base, raise the
unit straight until it comes off.

(Caution) Be sure to keep your hands away from the
comer knife blades when removing the comer
knife unit

Pis. 66

Fig. 67
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0

Fig. 68

(D Installing the corner knife unit
As same as in the case of removing the imit, securely

holding the mounting base, insert the unit straight down
into the predetermined position.
(Caution) At this time, take care of the direction of the
unit so that the shaft fits in the detent (in the
figure on the left).
Detent

Afterfitting theunitin place,securelytightenthescrewwith
a hexagon wrench key.

Fig. 69
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14. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION
Inspect your machine periodically and maintain it in the following ways in order to maintain the machine in good
conditions at all times.

If not, mechanical failures may result. So be sure to inspect and perform maintenance work periodically.
(1) Pneumatic systems

Press the drain button (white button) on the bottom of the
air filter, and water gathered in it wil} come out.

Drain bunon

(white button)

Fig. 70

(2) Sewing machine head

o Clean up the sewing componentsincluding the clampfoot eveiyday beforethe operation. Remove dust and wastes
from the oil reservoir at least once eveiy week,
o Before you start welting,check if the center and corner knives sharply cut the material. Replace the duU knife even
if it is still serviceable,

o Inspect the oil level in the oil reservoir regularly once eveiy month.

(3) Maintenance and inspection of the electrical systems
C Connectors ure subject to loo.sen due to the mechanical vibration transmitted horn the machine head. So be sure to check the connectors
for tight connection once month. If dast has gathered on the surface of the control box, clean it up to remove dast.
OAttach and detach the printed circuit board after turning OFF the power switch.
ODo not touch the connection of the printed circuit board.
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(4) Precautions for the compressed air supplying (the air supplysource) devices
90% of the troubles ofthe pneumatic equipments are caused by "the polluted air". The compressed air polluted
by various kinds of the impurities as water, dust, inferior oil, or carbon particles. Therefore using this poUuted
air" might cause various troubles and result in a disorder of your machine. It will reduce the working ratio and
then reduce productivity.

When you install pneumatic equipments toyour factory, be sure toapply standard air source supplying devices for
them as follows;

The air source devices

shipped with the

The standard air source devices prepared by the machine users

machine as standard
Filter regulator
Main line filter

f—1-=
Air compressor
Mist separator

ri
W

.

inmi
Air solenoid valve

jn;

Air tank

Air cylinder

After cooler

Air dryer

Automatic dram

Automatic dram

The quality of the air source

When the watery air is supplied
The environment of the machine

When you install the machine in the place where the temperature is not
constantwithin a day, or the temperature often dropsto freezing cold.
Be sure to install the air drver.

When the compressed air is polluted by a large amount of carbon particles or dust.
(Most of the troubles of the airsolenoid valve are caused by carbon.)
Besure to install the mistseparator.

—-(^Precaution: Main piping work J-—
• Be .sure to provide a 1cm de.scending inclination for every 1mofthe air pipe to the direction
of the air flow.

• When the main pipe is devided into some branch pipes, equip a tee for the outlet
of the compressed air from the main pipe so that the water in the main pipe does
. not come out with the air to the branch pipes.
• Install the automatic drain devices to aU the lower parts or dead end of the pipe
to prevent water gathering.
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15.

SEWING MACHINE HEAD

Maintain and adjust thesewing machine head inthe following order;

(1)

Removing the oil pan

Remove theoilpanbefore replacing thegauges orcarrying outmaintenance work on themachine bed.
Removethe oil pan following the procedure described below.

Loosen screw O fixing the metal fittings ofthe oil pan receptacle to
the machine fiameand remove themetalfittingstogether withthe oil
pan in the direction of the arrow.

(Caution) 1.
2.

Removethe oil pan taking care notto allow
the oil in the oil pan to spHl.
install the oil pan after raising it until both
ends of the oil pan fits Inside the frame as
illustrated in Fig. 72.

Fig. 71

-.£=1

.

Oil pan

©

yy I

j i

Fig. 72
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(2)

Lubrication and the timing belt

1) Lubrication of the oil reservoirinsidethe face plate

Lubrication hole

Pour the lubricating oil in the reservoir throughthe oil holeup to the
red markof the oil gauge. Use the industrial machineoil (JUKINew
Defrix Oil No.2)

(Caution) When you operate the machine which is newly
set up or has not been used for a long period of
time, apply a few drops of oil through the oil
fct-

hole.

Red mark

•JUKI

On gauge

Fig. 73

2)

Lubrication of the hooks

1. Set the AUTO STEPS selector switch on the operation panel to
"cloth feeding" operation.
2. Depress the clamp foot travel key and travel the clamp foot to its
rear end position.

3. lasertyou finger into openings 0 in the bottom of thesewing
table o . o and push up the sewing tables. Thenopen each
sewing tables in each direction of the arrows and remove them.
(Caution) Only the oil reservoir and the hooks need to be
lubricated. The oil pan does not need to be
lubricated.

a
Fig. 74

Supply the lubricating oilthrough lubrication holes O with the oil
feeder as shown in Fig. 75.

* Confirm the amount of oil in the hook by checking hook oil gauge
o.

(Caution) If the oil is too low to be seen on the oil gauge,
stop operating the sewing machine, and supply
the machine with an appropriate amount of oil.

Fig. 75
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3)

Adjusting the amount of oil in the hooks
The hooks are automatically lubricated. Adjust the amount of oil

lubricated by screw O located outside ofthe hooks. Turning the
screw to the clockwise will reduce and to the counterclockwise will

increasetheamount of oil. Holda piece ofpaperabout 1cm awayfrom
thehookandoperatethemachinefor about10seconds,and thesplash
of oil will gather on the paper as shown in Fig. 78 if the adequate
amount of oil is lubricated to the hooks.

Fig. 76

(3)

Needles

U.se DP X17 needle for the APW-193N sewing machine. Choose asuitable size ofthe needles for the thickne.s.s ofthe threads orthe types
of material to be .sewn.

1)

How to attach the needles

lasert the left and right needlesas far as theywillgo pointingtheirlong

grooves ateachotherandtighten screw O .

0

Fig. 77

(4)
1)

Threading the machine head and winding a bobbin
Type of threads
Use a new thread of even thickness. If not, it may fail to make fine
stitches or may be broken while being stitched. U.se the right hand twist
thread (Z twist) for the needle but either twist will do for the bobbin.

Left hand twist thread

Right tiand twist thread

Fig. 78
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2)

Threading the machine head
Thread the machine head in the order illustrated in Fig. 79.

The left needle thread viewed from the operator'sside

©

The right needle thread viewed from the operator's side —> ©

\

E

Fig. 81
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o

3)

Winaing bobbin
You can wind two bobbins at a time.

1. Put two bobbinsinto the threadwindershaft as far as they will do.
2. Threadthewinder intheorderasillu.strated inFig.80andwindthe
thread on to each bobbin four or five turns.

3. Presswinder thread guide O •
4. The thread winder will automaticallystop as .soon as it has wound
up the bobbins to a predetermined amount.

Fig. 80
4)

Adjusting the thread winder
It is recommendable to wind the bobbin about 80% of its full capacity with the cotton thread or 60 to 70% with the .synthetic thread.

Thiscan beadjasted by tightening .screw O (Fig. 80)to increa.se or loo.sening to reduce theamount of thread to bewound.
5)

Threading the bobbin ca.se

1. Hold in hand a bobbin in the way that it spins clockwise and put it
Bobbin case

into the bobbin case.

2. Pass thethread through slot O in thebobbin case.

mi

3. Pull the thread to pass it under the tension .spring.

4. Pass it through hole O on thebobbin case.

""10lii
Fig. 81
6)

How to install the bobbin case

Rt the bobbincases into the hookdriving shaft, and tilt the hook lever.

Fig. 82
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(5)
1)

Thread tension
Needle thread tension

First, adjust the tension ofright and left bobbin threads. (The standard tension is30 to 35 g.)

1. Then, adjust therightneedle thread tension by nut O and the left needle thread tension by nut O according to the right and
leftbobbinthread tension respectively. Turntherespective nutsclockwiseto increasethe tensionorcounterclockwisetodecrease
it (Fig. 81)

2. Set the operation selector key tothe "feed" side, and the thread tension controller will be closed.

2)

Bobbin thread tension
Turn to screw clockwise to increase the bobbin thread tension or turn
Bobbin case

the screw counterclockwise to decrease it. Standard bobbin thread
tension is 30 to 35 g.

Bobbin

Fig. 83
3)

Adjusting the thread take-up spring

For adjusting the tension of the left needle thread take-up spring, loosen screw O and turn O

Turning © clockwise will

increa.se the tension of theleftneedle thread take-up spring, orcounterclockwise willdecrease it.

For adjusting the tension of the right needle thread take-up spring, loosen screw O and turn © . Turning

© clockwise will

increase the tension of theright needle thread take-up spring, orcounterclockwise will decrease it

For adjusting the stroke ofthe left needle thread take-up spring, loosen screw © , and turn © .

Turn © clockwise to increase thestroke of thethread take-up springor counterclockwise to decrease it

Adjust the stroke ofthe right needle thread take-up spring inthe same procedure asmentioned above. (Fig. 79)

(6) Adjusting the position of the needle bar frame
Loosenscrew O , and adjust the longitudinal positionof the needle
bar frame to allow the needle to enter the center of the needle hole in

thethroatplate. Then.secure theneedlebarframetightening thescrew.

I

89. OSnsn

Fig. 84
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(y) Relation of the hook to the needle
1)

Adjusting the hook to the needle

1. Remove the throat plate.
2. When the needle has gone up 3.1 mm from its lowe.st point, adjast
the po.sition of the hook so that its blade point is in line with the

Hook blade point
Needle

center of the needle with a clearance of + 0.05 mm or le-ss, that its

needleguard O provides a clearance of-0.05 mmor le.s.s at the
needle and that its blade point is located 0.8 mm above the level of
the top end of the needle eye.

0 to-0.05 mm

-s-OtoO.05 mm

Fig. $5

2)

How to adjust the timing of the hook

Loosen threesetscrew O inthesmallgearofthehookshaft. Manually
turn the hook to make the hookblade pointalign with the center of the

needle. Then tighten .setscrew O while pressingthehook downwards
and the gear upwards in order to eliminate a vertical play of the hook
shaft.

Fig. 86

3)

How to adjust the clearancebetween the needleand the hook blade point.

Center of the needle

1. Remove the oil pan.
2. Remove the throat plate.

3. Loo.sen screws O and O in the hookdriving shaft located on
the machine side to be adju.sted.

4. Lightly tap hook driving shaft saddle O , and move ittothe left
or rightuntilthe clearance between theneedle andthebladepoint
of the hook is adjusted to between 0 and 0.05 mm. Then firmly

tighten screws O and O .
(Caution) When the hook driving shaft saddie is moved in
order to replace the gauges etc., the position

of oil spiash prevention plate O (left)
and 0 (right) need to be adjusted.
Loosen screw O in oil splash prevention

plate O (left),andad|ustsothattheendfaceof
the plate is aligned with the center of the needle.
Loosen screw 0 in oil splash prevention
plate 0 (right), and move it in the direction of
the arrow until it wlli go no further. Then fix the
plate in that position by tightening the screw.

Fig. 87

4)

Removing and attaching the hooks
O Removing the hooks 1. Remove the throat plate
2.

Remove the opener.

3.

Loosen three of thescrews O inthe pinion of thehook driving shaft(Fig. 88).
Turn the handwheel untilthe needle bar is raised to its highest position andtakeout the hooks.

4.

O Attaching the hooks

1.

Installation is carried out analogously in reverse order.

2.

Toattach thethroat plate, turn thebobbin case holder byhand until itsprojection rests inthegroove
on the throat plate and fix the throat plate.
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5)

Adjustingthe bobbin case openinglever

Turnthehandwheel byhandin theregulardirection to letbobbin ca.se

opening lever © withdrasv to theendofitsstroke (asarrow shows)
and make sure that there is a clearance of 0.2 to 0.3 mm between the

bobbin case opening lever and projection © ofthe bobbin case (turn
the bobbin case in the arrow direction and hold it in place by your hand).

This can be adjusted byloosening screw O .

0.2 to 0.3 mm

Fig. 88

(8) Adjusting the needle thread knife, center knife and bobbin thread knife.
These cutting devices areoperated by the aircylinders. When youmakeadjustment, reduce theair pre.ssure to apply.
1)

Attachingand removing the needlethread knife

1. Remove .screw © . and remove the needle thread trimming
knife unit.

2.

Loosen screw © .and pulloutpin © . (As thepinhasa.spiral

3.

ridge, turn the pin to pull out.)
Replace the needle thread knife with a new one.

2)

against the counter knife.
Height of the needle thread knife

Atthis time, pre-ss theunchamfered face ofportion © (Fig. 90)

Provide a 3 mm clearance between the bottom face of the needle

thread knife and the throat plate when the needle thread trimming

cylinder comes to itsstroke end. Loosen nut O and adjust the

Throat plate

3 mm

height of the needle thread knife by raisingor lowering it.
23.5 mm

Loosen screw O .and adjustthedistance from thecenter ofthe
needle to the bottom face of the needle thread knife to 23.5 mm.

Fig. 89

3)

Sharpness of the needle thread knife
The sharpne.ss of the needle thread knife depends on how it
interlocks with the counter knife. Loosen counter knife setscrew

0 and adjusttheposition ofthecounter knifesothatboth theleft
and right blades even interlock 1mm with the blade of the needle
thread knife. Ensure that the needle knife completely cut the
thread when the needle thread trimming cylinder is operated by
pressureunder 1.9kg (whenthe air pressureis0 kg/cm^. Choose
an appropriate spacer and assemble it in position .sothat the rightand left-hand side needle thread nippers hold the needle thread
with a pre.ssureof 300 g or higher after the thread has been cut.

Fig. 90
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(9)
1)

Adjusting the center knife
Stroke of the center knife

1. Actuate thecenterknifedriving cylinder coming to its strokeend.
2. Remove the center knife selector switch cover.

Fig. 91

3. Align the center of the hingescrew withthe white markerline. (At
this time, the stroke of the center knife is S.S mm.)

Needle

4. Turn the handwheel by hand until the center knife reaches its
highestposition, and adjast the heightof the center knife to obtain

\

the relevant distances shownin Fig. 92.
(Caution) 1. Make sure that the center knife stops at the

Throat plate surface

\

position 13± 0.5 mm above the surface side
of the throat plate.

5mm
0.5 mm

2.

When the center knife is in its lowest dead

point, the center knife and the counter knife
should be engaged with each other by a
depth of 0.5 mm.

7 mm

Needle

Throat plate surface
13 ± 0.5 mm

Fig. 92
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2) Howto adjust thedistance from theneedle to thecenter knife
Loosenscrew O andcoirectiyadjustthepositionof thecenterknife
by moving it forward or backward.

7 rrrm

Fig. 93

3)

Sharpness of the center knife
The sharpness of the center knife is adjusted by pressingthe side face
of the center knife to the blade section of the comer knife of the throat

plate.

Move thecenter knife laterally byscrew O orrotate it byscrew O
to obtain the suitable pressing force.

Be.sure to adjust thepressing forceas lightas possibleso thatthecenter
knife completely cuts the two plies of the fabric.
Counter knife

Fig. 94
4)

Reitxrving and attaching the center knife
O Removing the center knife

Loosen screw O in Fig.94,andremove thecenter knife.
Loo.sen .screw O in Fig. 94.and attach thecenter knife. Atthistime, push thecenter knife totheba.se until it will gonofurther
and fix at that po.sition.

(10) Position of the thread tension release rod
Loosen nut O and adjust to obtain a 23 mm to 28 mmclearance
between the bottom end face of the wiper and the face plate of the
machine head when the cylinder actuates.

23 to 28 mm

Fig. 95
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(11) Adjusting the bobbin thread knife
1) Position of the bobbin thread knife to the throat plate
In order to prevent the bobbin thread knife from being pinched in
the throat plate while cutting the thread, it is important to set the
knife perpendicular to the throat plate.

o

1. Loosen screws O and operate the bobbin thread knife driving
_

cylinder.
2. Set the bobbin thread knife bracket so that the knife is not

pinched in thethroat plateand firmly tighten screw O •
2) Position and height of the bobbin thread knife
The top ends of both left and right knives must be even with the
throat plate surface, and the grooves in the knives must be parallel
to the grooves the throat plate when the knives actuate.

Bobbin thread knife bracket

1. Loosen setscrew 0 andadjustsothatthetopendoftheknives

0

0

0

o

are even with the throat plate surface.

2. Press bobbin thread knife driving cylinder toward O and

IM

adjust so that the grooves in the knives are parallel to the grooves
in the throat plate.

3. Securely tighten setscrew 0.
3) How to adjust the position of the bobbin thread knife in replacing
gauges

Bobbin thread knife driving cylinder

Loosensetscrew O . 0 ofbobbin thread knifepresserplate 0.
and the bobbin thread knife moves to the right or left togetherwith
the bobbin thread knife presser plate.
4} How to replace the bobbin thread knife

Bobbin thread knife

Loo.sen setscrews 0 , and youcanpull outtheknife downward.
You can use both blade edges on a knife. When a knife is replaced,
it mu.st adjusted according to the above procedures.
5) Adjusting the sharpness of the bobbin thread
Adjust the sharpness of the bobbin thread knife, while properly

Moving
direction

pressing thread grasping presser spring O (Fig. 89) against the
Throat plate

® Notin operation

(g) Inoperation

(D Operation

bobbin thread knife. The force with which the spring is pressed
against the knife should be minimized as far as the knife cuts the
threadwithout fail. This helps lengthenthe life of the knife.

completed

Fig. 96
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(12) Position of the synchronizer

1. Loosensetscrew O and align thenotch ofsynchronizer O with
point O at the upper dead point ofthethread take-up lever,
2. Turn the handwheel in the normal direction to bring the needle to

its lowest dead point; At this time align the notched part of

synchronizer O with section O •

Fig. 97

(13) Timing of the thread tension disc to start "floating'
Adjustthedisc floatingjointso thatboththe left andtherighttension

rir

Thread tension disc releasing
cylinder

dLscssiarttofloat simultaneously when the thread tensiondisc relea.sing
cylinder has actuated.
Adjust the floatingdistance withinthe range from 1.0mmto 1.5mm.

Ull
fr
Disc floating joint

Adjusting nut

Fig. 98

(14) How to Change over the flap presser of the folding plate
To .sew a .single welt without asing the folding plate as .shown in Fig.

Garment clamp

Welt patch ruler

99. be.sure to .switch overmechanical valve O (Fig. 99).

a

Fig. 99
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16.

ELECTRICAL CONTROL COMPONENTS

(Caution)

1. Remove/connect the printed circuit boards after turning OFF the power to the machine.

2. Keep your handsawayfrom the connecting sections oftheterminal board in the control boxand operation box.
3. Open the power supply l>ox afterremoving the power plug.

(1)

Electrical control components

^==a

Control box

Operation panelPower switch

Fig. 100
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1)

Control box layout
No.

Name of pan

Part No.

G86011920A0

o

CPU circuit board asm.

o

Servo driver

G9604193000

e

Power circuit board asm.

M85195110A0

o

Power transformer A asm.

G96011920A0

Fig. 101

2)

Operation panel layout
Name of pan

Pan No.

o

Panel circuit board asm.

G86021920A0

e

LCD circuit board asm.

G85251920A0

o

Stopswitchasm.

M85271920A0

No.

Fig. 102
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(2)

Indication of the operation of the needle thread breakage detecting circuit

Pressingthecyclekey o oftheoperationpanelswitches,pressthe
Chek

THREAD - CK

Program

L - ♦

R - *

numerickey"0" tomakethedisplaygivetheadjustmentscreen CB L 3•
Now, select the check program mode "0." The indication shown in the
figure on the left will appear on the display of the operationpanel.

Mode = 0

key <R>

BINDER

= return

SENSOR -

Actuate the thread take-up spring ofthe sewing machine. At this time,
"L-*" will flash on and off for the left-hand side thread take-up spring
and "R-*" will fla.sh on and off for the right hand side one.

Thread take-up spring

Fig. 103

(3)

Relation between LEDs and input/output of the CPU circuit board

LEO

LED

Input/ouiput
connector

I •

LED

J12 connector

LED

J12

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32

LED
1

2
3
4

5
6
LED

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

33
34

Start
Pedals
Pedal 4
Pedals
Pedal 2
Pedal 1

1-1

1-2
1-3
1-4

1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10
1-11

1-12
1-13
1-14

Needle thread trimming upper detection
Lowest end ot binder

Lower detection of corner knife (fixed side)
Lower detection of corner kntfe (moving side)
Upper detection of center knifa
Lower detection of comer knife (fixed side)
Lower detection of comer knife (moving side)
Reserved

(Ori^n detection of roller stacker)
(Upper detection of darts stretcher)
Upper detection of binder
{Workr»ece sensor)
(Oricpndetection of bar clamp stacker)

—

•—-

•—•

—

—

——

-—-

—

—-

—•

—»

36

—

39
40
Reserved

-—-

35
37
38

Input connector

—.

—

—

-—-

—

41

—-

42

——

43

"—-

44

——

45
46
47

——

48

——

49

50
51
52
53

J12-50
J12-48
J12-46
JI2-44
JI2-42
JI2-40
JI2-38
JI2-36
J12-34
J12-32
J12-30
J12-28
JI2-26
J12-24
J12-22
J12-20
J12-18
J12-16
Jt2-14
J12-12
J12-10
JI2-8
J12-6
J12-4
J12-2
0-8

Reserved
Reserved
Resenred

Corner knife (moving side)
Folding plate 2
Folding plate 2

Horizontal shiftingof the workclamp
Tension release

Needle bar, left

Needle bar. right
Reserved
Reserved

Corner knife (fixed side)
Thread tension

Needle thread trimmer (goes up)
Needle thread trimmer
Bobbin thread trimmer

Folding plate
Center knife

Clamp foot (left) comes down
Clamp foot (left) goes up

Clamp foot (right) comes down
Clamp foot (right) goes up
Binder comes down

Binder goes up. Interliningpresser
Resenred

0-7

Reserved

0-6

Flap presser, left
Flap presser, right

—•

0-5

—

0-4

(Stacker 3/b^clamp stacker)

0-3
0-2
0- 1

(Stacker 1/grasping and rollerstacker)

•—

——

—•

(Stacker 2toscillating)
(Dart stretcher)

Output connector

(

) shows optional device

Fig. 104
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(4)

Explanation of the servo driver

GND

Fig. 105

1)

Setting the switches

SW3
Switch No.

Set value

SW 1

1

SW4

SW2

2

Bitl

Bit 2

Bit 3

Bit 4

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

F

(Caution) Theswitches have been factory-setproperlyat the timeofdelivery. So, itis necessary to re-setthem.

2)

Measure to be taken when the servo alarm occurs

When aservo alarm occurs, AL-02 will appear on the operation panel. In this case, there may be three different causes (D through
<D . So,remove thecause andpress thereset key.
0) Thefrontend orrearendsensorhasfailed or thesensorshavebeenimproperly positioned. Thiscauses theclampfoottocome
in contact with the LM guide stopper, resulting in the servo alarm.

Whenthe clampfootis in operation, an abnormal overload has been applied to theclampfoot, resulting in theservoalarm.
(D Servo driveror the.servomotor ha.s failed, resulting in the servoalarm.
If you cannot fined a cause of the servo alarm,refer to the servo drivererror analysisshown on the next page.
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3)

Servomotor error analysis

Toperform the servomotor error analysis, setthe switch 1ofthe DIP switch 1(SW1 ofDIPl) onthe operation panel tothe ON side.
This will allow you toconfirm thedetail ofthe servo driver alarm if a servo alarm has occurred during operation.
Thedetail of the alarmcanbeseenin accordance withthenumber of times of flashing on/offof theredLEDon theservo driver.
Flashes on and off once

®
(D

....Overload

Flashes on and off twice

Difference counter has overflowed.

Rashes on and off three times

....Excessive speed

Hashes on and off four times.... —Feedback sensor is defective.

(Defective connection of the encoders A and B)
... .Over regeneration

Hashes on and off five times
Hashes on and off .six times..

.

Driver overheat

(Occurs when the components inside the circuit board become too hot)
Hashes on and off seven times... ....Short-circuit of the motor cord

(5) How to adjust the photoelectric cell of the flap sensor
1)

Confirm thattheflap .sen.sor light.securely reaches thereflecting
plate of the folding plate.

2)

Remove the coverfromthe flap .sensor amplifier andpressthe
pashbutton.

Cover

3)

Completely shielding the irradiated portion of the reflecting
plate of the foldingplate with a flappiece or the like, pre.s.s the
pushbuttonagain. Tliis completesthe adjustment.

(Caution) It is recommended to use a flap piece whose
Pushbutton

color is white.

4)

Reflecttheflap.sensor lightand shield it alternatelyinrepetition
•SO as to confirm that the red lamp flashes on and off.

Red lamp

Fig. 106
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17. TROUBLES AND CORREpTIVE MEASURES

1. Thread breakage
(needle thread)

Cause(2)

Cause 11)

Trouble

Smooth the thread path (using a fine sandpaper and bufQ.

!•!) The surface of the thread
path burrs or scratches.
1*2) Needle thread tension is too

high.

Corrective measures

2)*A The tension of the

Decrease the tension. (See item "Needle thread tension.")

thread tension discs is

too high.
2)-B The tension of the
thread tako-up spring

Decrease the tension. (See item "Adjusting the tension of the thread take-up spring.")

is too high.
2)-C The stroke of the
thread take-up spring

Correct the stroke. (See item "Adjusting the tension of the thread take-up spring.")

is too largeor small.

Provide a clearance of 0.2 to 0.3 mm between (hem.

1-3) The clearance between the
bobbin case opening lever and

(See item "Adjusting the bobbin case opening lever.")

the projection of the bobbin
case b not correct.
\o

1-4) The hooks have been

00

4)'A The needle hits the

hook blade.

improperly installed.

4)>B The timing between

Correct the clearance between them. (See item "How to adjust the clearance

between the needleand the hook blade point.")

Correct the timing. (See item "Adjusting the hook to the needle.")

the needle and hook is

bad.

Adjust the amount of oil. (See item "Adjusting the amount of oil in the hooks")

1-S) The hooks are lubricated

insufficiently.

2. Thread breakage
(bobbin thread)

2-1) The bobbin thread is

subjected to excessive tension.

1>A The bobbin thread

Decrease the bobbin thread tension. (See item "Bobbin thread tension.")

1)-B Tlie bobbin case bites

Reimwc waste thread -luul clean up ihc htibbiii case.

tension is too high.
waste thread or dust.

!)•€ The bobbin is defective
in configuration and

Replace the bobbin.

fails to spin smoothly.

3.

Stitch skipping

1)-A The clearance between

3-1) The hooks have been
positioned improperly.

the needle and hook is

Correct the clearance. (See item "How to adjust the clearance between the needle

and the hook blade point.")

too large.
1)-D The timing between the

Correct the liming. (See item "Adjusting the hook to the needle.")

needle and hook is bad.
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Troubit

Caut« (1)

Caus«(2)

1)-C The pointed end of the
hook blade is not sliaip

Corractive measures

Take out tlie hook and sharpen the blade point.

enough.
3-2) The needle guard has been
positioned improperly.

2)-A The clearance between

Correct the clearance. (See item "Adjusting the hook to the needle.")

the needle and needle

guard is too large.
2)-B The needle and needle

H Correct theclearance between them. (See item "Adjusting thehook to theneedle.*~

guard are in excessive
contact.

Correct its position. (See item "Adjusting the position of the needle bar frame.")

3-3) The needle bar frame has been

positioned improperly.

3-4) The needle is defective.

4)-A The needle is bent or
has blunt point.

Replace the needle.

4)-B The needle No. is not
proper.

Replace the needle with a thicker one.

Correct the height of the binder. (See item "Horizontal of the binder.")

3-5) The clearance between the

sewing plate and the binder

NO
NO

is not correct.

3-6) The work clamp feet do not
clamp the garment properly.

6)-A Tlie clamping pressure

Adjasi the comprc.sscd air prc.ssurc to 5.0 kgf/cm' (0.5 MPa).

is not high enough.

Set stitch length to 2.0 mm.

3-7) The lockstitching speed is not
correct.

I4. Loose stitches

Increase the tension. (See item "Needle thread tension.")

4-1) The needle thread tension is

not high enough.

4-2) Thethread take-up spring
has been maladjusted.

2)-A The thread take-up
spring tension is not

Increase the tension. (See item "Adjusting the tension of the thread take-up spring.")

2)-D The stroke of the

Correct the stroke. (See item "Adjusting the tension of the thread take-up spring.")

highenough.

thread take-up spriitg
is too small.

4-3) Tlie clearance between the

bobbin case opening lever and

Provide a clearance of 0.2 to 0.3 mm between them.

(See item "Adjusting the bobbin case opening lever.")

the projection of the bobbin
case is not correct.

4-4) The clearance between the

Correctthe lower positioitof the binder.(See Item"Horizontalof the binder.")

sewing plate and the binder is
too large.
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5.

Needle breakage

Corrective measures

Ceuie (2)

Cause (1)

Trouble

Correct the clearance between them. (See item "How to adjust the clearance

5-1) The needle strikes the hook

between the needle and the hookblade point.")

blade point.

5-2) The needle strikes the needle

Correct the clearance between them. (See item "Arijusting the hook to the needle.")

5-3) The needle fails to enter the
needle hole in the throat plate

Correct the position of the needle bar frame. (See Item ''Adjusting the position of the

guard.

needle bar frame.")

and hits the vicinity.
4)-A Tlic needle strikes the

S-4) The needle strikes a

Correct the position of the binder. (See item "Position of the binder when lowered.")

binder.

component.
4)-D

The needle .strikes the

welt patch folding

Correct the po.sitionof the welt patch folding plate.

(Seeitem "Weltpatch folding plate.")

plate.

Set the stitch length to 2.0 mm.

5-S) The lockstitcliing speed is

too high.
Replace it with a thicker needle.

5-6) The needle Is too thin for the
material.

8

6.

Irregular stitch

1)-A The threading route of

6'1) Threading is wrong.

Correct llic threading. (See item "Threadine the machine.")

the needle thread is

wrong.

I

1 'i The threading route of

Correct the threading. (Seeitem "Threading the bobbin case.")

the bobbin thread is

wrong.
Correct the needle or bobbin thread tension.

6-2) The needle or bobbin thread
tension is not correct.

Properly adjust the thread take-upspring. (Seeitem "Adjustingthe tension of the
thread take-up spring.")

6-3) The tension or stroke of the
thread take-up spring is not
correct.

Rewind the bobbin under proper tension.

6-4) The bobbin Is wound up too

— 6-5) The bobbin thread feeding
tension varies.

5)-A Waste thread exists

Remove the waste thread.

between the bobbin
and the bobbin case.

S)-D Tlic bobbin has been

Replace the bobbiit.

deformed and does not

spinsmoothly.
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7.

Trouble

Cause(1)

Frequent puckering

7-1) Both the needle and bobbin

Decrease the thread tensions.

7-2) The needle is too thick for

Replace the needle with a thinner one.

Cause(21

Corrective measures

|

Properly adjust the clearance according to the material thickness.
(See item "Horizontal of the binder.")

7-3) The clearance between the

welt patch base plate and the
sewing plate is not proper.

8. The thread slips off
the needle at welting
start.

8-1) The thread tension release

Correct its position. (See item"Position of the thread tension release rod.")i

rod has been Improperly

positioned.

Corrcci theposition. (See item "Adjusting the needle thread knife, center knife and bobbin

8-2) The needle thread is not held

thread knife."

9.

Several stitches are

skipped at welting

9-1) The bobbin thread is too

1)-A The bobbin runs idle."

short.

Increase the bobbin thread tension. Place a clothunder the bobbin to prevent it from

running idle.

start.

l)-B

The thread tension

Position it properly. (See item "Position of the thread tension release rod.")

release rod has been

improperly positioned.
10. Welt widths on the

right and left are not
the same.

Correct the clearance. (See item "Garment clamps positioning.")

10-1) The clearance between the

binder and garment clamp

plateis not correct.

Correct the clearance. (See item "Weit patch folding plate,")

10-2) The clearance between the

needle and the welt patch

folding plate is not correct.
10-3) The binder has been

je
improperly
positioned

laterally.
ly

11. Welt widths at start
and end are not the
same.

11-1) The work clamp feet fall to
travel in parallel to the

3)-A The position of the
binder with respect to
the needles has been

maladjusted.

The needles shall enter the centers of the needle entry holes

5^

in the binder, and A « D
Needle

Correct the parallelism of the work clamp feet.
(See item "Parallelism of the work clamp feet")

needles.
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Troubit

12. The machine fails to

welt to the gannent

Corr«ctiv» mcssurvt

Cauit(2)

CiUM (1)

Spacethem240 mm fromthe needle entry poisit.
(Seeitem"Howto adjust the position of thecross-mark lamps.")

12-1) The positionof the
cross-mark lamps is wrong.

point. (This failuie
occurs in every

welting.)

12-2) The garment gets out of

2)-A Thework clamp foot

Set the pre.ssure to 5.0 kgf/cm- (0..S MPa).

2)-B The clearance between
the welt patch base

(See item "Horizontal of the binder.")

pressure is not nigh
enough.

position during welting.

Correct the clearance according to the material.

plate and the sewing
table is defective.

13. Pillings ore produced
on garment or welling

H13-1) The center knife is dull.

patch. (Throughout
the welting seam)

|"

1)-A The center knife is

Replace the center knife. (Sec item "Sharpness ofthecenter knife.")

defective.

1)-B The center knife has

install it correctly. (See item "Sharpness of the center knife.")

been installed

improperly.
13-2) The needle is too thick or

Use a thinner needle or replace the needle.

14-1) The "UP" stop position of

Correct the installation of the synchronizer. (See item "Position of the synchronizer.")

the needle pointisblunt.

o
SJ

14. Needle threads are
not trimmed.

the synchronizer is not
correct.

14-2) The needle thread knife fails

to workproperly.

2)-A The needle thread knife
has not been installed

properly.

2)-B The thread trimming
cylinder fails to work

properly.

1S. Bobbin threads are
not trimmed.

Correctly install the needle thread knife.

(See item "Height of the needle thread knife.")

15-1) The bobbin thread knife is
faulty.

1)-A The pressureof the

Expel thecompressed airfrom thecylinder to check whether thecylinder works under

approx. 1.9 kg ornot. Ifthe cylinder docs not work smoothly, replace the cylinder.
(Cneck the drain)

Increase the spring pressure. (See item"Adjusting the bobbin thread knife.")

bobbin thread spring is
not high enough.

1)-B The bobbin thread

Replace the knife. Turn theknife upside down.

knife blade is not

sharp enough.
15-2) The bobbin thread knife
driving cylinder fails to

Check the drain within the cylinder or replace the cylinder if necessary.

work properly.
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Cause(1)

Trouble

Cause (2)

1)-A Fu.seon the power circuit board

16. No power is .supplied to the

Corrective measures

Replace Fuse.

ha.s blown.

machine even when the main
switch is turned on.

1)-B Fuse on the CPU circuit board

Replace Fuse.

has blown.

17. The cross-mark lamps do not
light.

Screw in the bulbs securely.

17-1) The lamp bulb connection is
Ioo.se.

— 17-2) The lamps are disconnected.

Replace them.

Replace Fuse.

17-3) Fuse has blown.

8

18. The 100 Vac line voltage for the
.sorvomotor doe.s not appear.

18-1) The lOOVacoutput is not
being supplied from the power
transformer secondary.

1) Transformer is faulty.

Replace transformer.

19. Cylinders do not work.

19-1) The power transformer is
supplying 18Vac, but the
cylinders do not worL

1) TheDCpowersupplyunitisfaulty.

Replace the DC power supply unit

19-2) The power transformer is not
supplying 18Vac.

2) Transformer is faulty.

Replace transformer.

20. The machine fails to do normal

material feed during operation.

20-1) The .servomotor driver i.s

Replace the servomotor drivered.

defective.

20-1) The feeding .speed is not
normal.

I— 20-2) The servomotor is defective.

Replace the .servomotor.
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Foot switch

18. FLOW CHART OF STANDARD OPERATION

Interlining is clamped
Pocket bag is clamped

Pedal switch (1st step)

Clamp foot advance
Clamp foot (right) down

Pedal switch (2nd step)

Clamp foot (left) down.

i
Pedal switch (3id step)

Binder comes down

Pedal switch (4 th step)

Flap clamp (right) down

Binder in the lowest

Welt patch is folded

position detected

i
Pedal switch (Sth step)

Flap clamp (left) down

I
Tension disc open

Knee switch

Feed for sewing stops

(Stitching)

Machine starts

Center knife operates

Feed for sewing

I

(Rapid feed)

Feed for sewing

(Rapid feed stops)

I—k

s

c

Feed for sewing stops

Needle & bobbin threads

Rapid feed

(Stitching)

axe cut and caught

Machine stops

Binder goes up

Corner knife goes up

Corner knife positioning
stops

Center knife stops

c

Corner knife in the

lowest position

Clamp foot goes up
Flap clamps return

Welt patch folding
plate returns
Stacker clamp
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1

Comer knife comes down

19.

ATTACHED MATERIALS

(1)

Control box connection diagram
Control box A asm.

(G85011920A0)

Fuse holder

{HF005111000)

Servo driver
«

CM

(G9604193000)
c CVJ
O O)
p

n

OEsr
Terminal board 2P

(HK026650020)nr^
Terminal board 5P

Q

/

Power transformer A asm.

(G96011920A0)

o
HP

CPU circuit tx>ard asm.

(G86011920A0)

Terminal
board 8P

Power board asm.

(M85195110A0)
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(2)

Power cbrcuH diagram

P22

P17

BLACK
+42V

RTN
+5V

(To PMOCdtcidt boaid)

+5V

RED
WHITE
WHITE
ORANGE
ORANGE

+42V RTN Q
+42V Q

RTN

+5V

(To CPU circuit board)

P15

+«i-

YELLOW

+w-

D +34V

YELLOW
GREEN
GREEN

(To CPU circuit board)

D +34V RTN

PURPLE

MAIN

PURPLE

SW
WHITE

AC

INPUT

AC

INPUT

ACOV

WHITE

-KF.

PURPLE

rPURPLE

2
AC200V

black:

GRAY

BLACK
AC220V

BROWN

GRAY

r

1

Fl. 7AT

=GRAY

GRAY
P14

AC230V

EARTH

RED:

AC240V

YELLOW

AC380V

ORANGE:

RED

AC7.5V

:RED

(To CPU circuit board)

YELLOW

-t=0
AC400V

BLUE

AC 100 V (Toservodriver)

:YELLOW

-I=0
AC440V

PURPLE:

ORANGE

:ORANGE

5A

-cP\j>-black

AC4.5V
(To marldnglamp)

GREEN/YELLOW
FuseSA

E9629252000

Fl. F2

HF001400700

rFOptional

-

107 -
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(3)

Pneumatic circuit diagram

Name ol pact

Type

Elbow union

K(}L0e-O1

Scnrico Too union

sr07

WTS

3

KOL 04-01

4

KQL04M5

5

KQY 06-01

6

KOY06-MS

7

Sliaighl

KOH064X)

8

K(3H 04-00

9

Union Y

KQU 064)0

10

KQU 044)0

11

Tubecouplai

KCH 044)0

12

KOVT064)2S

13

Double branch toe union

KaT04-lliS

14

Hab union

KQH064IIS

15

KaH04-MS

16

fiGpplowilhelameni

CM20-30-116

17

Blankcap

KQP06

18

KOP04

19
20

Tubocouplor

M-5J

Mechanical veVe

XT34-133

21

Difletent-diamalar unon Y

ia)U0406

22

f«PP«o

1M-

A

Bar stacker

RoDer stacker

1

2

KOL 044)2

Tfipla univotaalofcow

Grasping slacker

InterGnlrtg automatic supply

Symbol

KCH. 06415

AH-2000-OSG
TK-BOO
Cotntr knife

Upper knfe

Note) Diameter of air hose is 06 unless olhenvise aiecified.
Pocket liag

CKaazao
-Oai34-XCil

-Ol-JBW

^

/Wi

^

/Wi

/W^

rmTO-10

tW\l
Oe

Interlining

Asaaio
-C1-04S

Asaato
01-O4S

AstaiiF

ASiaOIF

-M9-04

-««9-04

masots

Clamp foot Clamp foot

Binder

Itmper)

(lower)
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trimming

•JUKI
JUKI CORPORATION
INTERNATIONAL SALES DIVISION

8-2-1. KOKURYO-CHO.
CHOFU-SHI. TOKYO 182. JAPAN

PHONE: 03(3430)4001-5
FAX: 03(3430)4903.4909.4914

Please do not hesitate to contact our distributors in your area for further infomatlon when necessary.

TELEX: J22967

* The specifications and appearance are subject to change without notice.
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